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"CRIME IN HIS HEART"
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Senator Declares That Fed Resisted Arrest and Engaged
eration Officials Caused
In a Running

Movement on Foot to Secure!
Big Meeting For This
City Next
Fall.

New Mexico Infant Who Disappeared From Madrid
Mining Camp Not
COMMERCIAL
Yet Found.

'

Murder of Governor
Steunenberg.
VICTIM'S

CLUB
MEETING

Vain-Mot- her

Crazed With Grief.
Cerrillos, N. M.. July 26. (Spec- iui.j 1 me ramuy or Joe Guilenl.
the Italian miner being persecuted by
members of the mafia or secret Black
Hand society of Italy and Is the child
for which Heveral hundred men have
searched In vain for several days,
held by agents of these societies instead of being lost in the mountains
near the Madrid coal camp?
These are questions being asked by
the residents of this place and of
Madrid. As the hours pass and no
further trace of the child has been
found, the suspicion grows that the
babe was kidnaped and did not wander away.
In fact kidnaping Is being openly
talked here and among the Italian
miners at Madrid.
Reward Increased.
The reward of fifty dollars offered
for the return of the child has been
Increased to two hundred dollars.
If the mafia Is concerned, It Is said,
a sum much larger than $200 will be
required to secure the child's release.
No one here believes that the little
tot could still be at large In the
mountains after the thorough search
that has been made and no one believes, that the ba.be has perished of
want.
Either Dead or Kidnaped.
Either the child In its wanderings
has fallen to its death down some
old half concealed prospect hole or
else, in the opinion of most of the
people here, it has been kidnaped.
The finding of the other child, who
is too small to tell anything of its
wanderings, does not prove that the
other ba.be was not kidnaped and the
miners are of the opinion that the
.smaller child was released because
the kidnapers found him too much
trouble.
Don't Think Child Is Dead.
One thing which supports the kidnaping theory Is that the child has
now been without food or water for
sevens -- two hours If it has been lobt.
ThU, of course, would mean that
the child Is dead. The miners and
prospectors who know the mountains
like an open book have scoured the
country for miles about, going even
farther than a man could walk without food or water, let aij-.a child.
They have decided that had the
babo been dead, the body would assuredly have been found.
Whole Camp Searching.
The whole mining camp of Madrid
has given over everything to search
for the lost child or Its kidnapers.
The miners unanimously
decided
not to handle a pick until the search
was ended and as a result the mines
are temporarily closed down.
The men work in shifts, night and
day, crossing
and rejrosaiti j the
mountains In every dlratlon, cal'mg
and shouting.
Every prospect hole known to the
men, has been visited and there does
not now seem much probability that
the child could have fallen Into one
of them, and Its body remain undiscovered.
Parents Overcome by Grief.
The father of the lost child. Joe
Ouilenl, is almost a wreck. He has
scarcely eaten or slept and has
searched for the lost child until he
is exhausted.
The mother Is pitiful In her grief
and her condition is serious. The
hus wept constantly and the sighs of
her grief has driven the miners to
renew their efforts.
The distracted mother realizes that
if her chili! is really lost, it will most
likely be found dead if at all perhaps its body mutilated by the coyotes.
.Miners May Wreak Vengeance.
On the other hand. If It has fallen
Into the hands of agents of a secret
society, the poor mother with native
fear for these secret orders, trermbler'
to think of her lost babe's fate.
She believes the child Is dead and
only Bits and awaits the possibility
of Its body being recovered.
If the ba.be has been kidnaped and
Its captors are caught, the miners do
not hesitate to say what they will do.
Sheriff Closson and other officer
of Santa Fe county are still aiding in
the search.

Albuquerque may be chosen as the
place for holding the next National
Irrigation congress Jf the plans now
under consideration materialize.
The directors of the Albuquerque
Commercial club will meet Monday
night in the club rooms for the purpose of taking the matter up and
considering it fully.
Col. It. K. Twltchell. of Las Vegas.
a delegate to the convention from
this territory who will attend the
session this fall In Sacramento, Cal.,
win meet with the club directors. B.
Z. Koss, of the Bluewater Development company will also be present.
colonel Twltchell Is enthusiastic
over the prospects of bringing the
congress to Albuquerque and is of the
opinion that It can be done.
Whether or not this city Is willing
to go after the congress Is the question to be considered by the club.
Albuquerque has never been backward about going to the front lor
anything she wanted for herself or
the territory and the probability Is
that the club directors will decide to
make an effort to bring the next congress to this city.
Delegate aro Friendly.
It Is well known that a large number of delegates to the convention are
very friendly towards New Mexico
and Albuequerque in Darticular and
would aid in bringing the congress
here.
Other New Mexico delegates - sr
anxious to bring the congress to tha
Sunshine Territory.
In view of the fact that New Mexico .has a great area of irrigated land,
and that the federal government is
spending millions on immense irrigation projects here, the assembling of
this congress lr. the leading city of
the territory would be of immense
benefit both to the territory and the
delegates who would attend.
City Wants It.
President G. L. Brooks of the Commercial club, when asked about the
effort to bring the congress here, said:
"Nothing definite has been decided
upon. We are going to meet and discuss the matter thoroughly.
I believe If properly urged, we could secure the1 congress for Albuquerque.
We will decide what to do, probably
at the meeting Monday evening and
then place the matter before the people of Albuquerque."
Until reoently the matter of irrigation has not been greatly considered,
but during the past few years the national irrigation congress has become
of vast importance and a large number of delegates attend the sessions.
The meetings at Sacramento promise
to be the greates ever held.
The congress at Its sessions considers matters concerning the irrigation
necesities of various states and territories and its resolutions have great
weight with the national government
in securing appropriations and carrying on the work of watering the
great arid regions.

JAPAN SATISFIED WITH
HER

NAVY

AT

PRESENT
Admiral Ijuln Says Recent
Loan Is For Other
Purposes.

Paris, France, July 26. The Gil
Was published
today an Interview
with Vice Admiral ljuln. commander
of the Japanese equadron now at
Brest, on the Japanese navy. Asked
if Japan had not decided, in view
of recent happenings, to enlarge her
program of naval construction
the
vice admiral replied:
"We have a naval program for several years ahead and we shall execute it punctually and rlgorousiy.
But this program has not been enlarged of recent months, and it stands
as It did as originated by the admiralty last year."
Continuing the vice admiral said
It was Inexact to declare that thi
KOSHER BUTCHERS TO
Japanese loan would be used for the
Increase of her naval power, and explained that this money would be deASK CONCESSIONS voted
to the construction of railroads,
and other communication
in Manchuria.
are
navy."
"We
out
satisfied
with
July
26.
Philadelphia.
All
l'.i..
he Went on, "and we believe this
Kosher burner shops were closed
power
will be able to
as a result of yesterday's disor- branch of our
der, and all meals not spoiled by he rope with all eventualities."
"crowds, tre returned to the wholesalers for storage. The entire Jewish DEATH OF FA MOI S
section is being strongly policed today
SOLDIF.lt OF FOIMTNi:.
pa., July 26. ColPhiladelphia,
ami theie was no disorder.
The retail Kosher butchers have onel Philip Figyelme.isy, a Hungarlaq
appointed a committee to rail upon patriot, soldier of fortune, and friend
the wholesalers and endeavor to ob- of Kossuth, is dead at his home in
tain a concession in the wholesale this city. He served on the staff of
j.rice of meat.
Oeneral Fremont in the civil war.
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Haywood Surrounded by Invalid James McFarland Has Bullet Near
Wife and Family as ProsecuHis Spine as Result of Attempt
tion In Closing Argument
to Investigate Suspicious
Draws Out Strength
Circumstances This
of Evidence.
Morning.
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Delegates Favor Plans to That
Effect and It Is Believed That
Albuquerque Can Easily
Reward of Two Hundred Dollars
Secure Majority
by Distracted Father-Minof Votes.
Visit Every Deserted Pros-

DOWNJO

Fight With
.

WILLJOLD

WHOLE CAMP CLOSED

SANTA

Boise, Idaho, July 26. As early as
seven o'clock today the court house
doors were beselxed bv hundreds
seeking admittance
to the limited
court room. So great was the throng
oflk-lalthe
that
court
and oners having business at the Haywood trial had
to find their way Into the building
by devious routes. When court nnen.
ed, hundreds of those who could not
gain admittance, remained on the
lawns to catch what they could of
Senator Borah's address as the words
Altered through the windows.
Inside the court room, as the next
to the last day of the trial began,
Haywood sat surrounded by his family.
His Invalid wife, whose pallid
face and helpless condition have attracted so much attention and sympathy, sat at his right, and next to
d
her was his
old mother.
The prisoner's daughter and sister
were also in the family circle.
Sirs. SteuiH'nlH-rPresent.
Mrs. Frank Steunenberg, wife of
the murdered governor, and her son,
Julian, were also early In the court
room and were seated within seven
or eight feet of Haywood.
Senator Borah began his address
by reviewing briefly the points made
In the opening hour of his address
last night. He said that he would
go briefly over the trail ot blood left
by Orchard, taking first the murder
of. Governor Steunenberg, an 4 harking back over some of the most important Incidents developed in the
testimony.
Crime in ills Heart.
Borah declared that Orchard left
Denver with crime in his heart.
helped him pack the utensils
of murder in his trunk.
"Why was not PetUbone here to
deny it?
His silence," declared
Borah, "Is a confession of guilt, his
absence Is a'l absolute corroboration
of Orchard."
Taking up the question of personal
motive in the murder of Steunenberg,
Borah showed to the Jury the deed
by which Orchard parted with hbr
In
interest
the Hercules mine 14
months before General Merrlam and
the negro troops marched
Into
Coeur D'Alenes.
Calls F.ngley an Anarchist.
Borah took up, one by one, the witnesses for the defense, who, he sold,
corroborated Orchard, and proved a
conspiracy, because they had covered
and protected Orchard up to the time
he confessed against Haywood.
Of General Kugene Engley, former
attorney general of Colorado, one of
the defense's witnesses, Borah said
he was "an anarchist."
"With such men as Engley in office, I am not surprised that Colorado has had hell within her borders
"
for the past ten years."
The senator next read to the Jury
articles denouncing
Steunenberg in
the Miners' Magazine.
"There is much talk here and argument of counsel about the industrial
war. There Is an Industrial war, but
It Is for you men to determine whether industrial warfare shall be carried
out on the principle of murder.''
"The defense tells you that outside
of Orchard's testimony, there Is nothing here to prove a conspiracy.
What, more do you want? We put
Orchard, and Slmpklns and Moyer
and Haywood, and Petti'bone together
in Denver. Now watch them as they
move to the scene of Frank Steunenberg' murder." Briefly Borah show,
ed the alleged friendship of the quintet.
"Never Forgot an Enemy,
"Follow orchard. Moyer Huy.vo'd
and PetUbone from Denver t i the
death of Steunenberg at ''ildwe:!, review the testimony, watch their actions, and I say '.hat an absolute and
concerted consplri.-has been proved. They killed Steu.ie:i t n to how
they
nevsr !orgo: an
the world ihat
enemv.
to
"Why is Petti'bone afraid
speak ?
Is
Slmpklns.
who
Jack
"Where
was at Caldwell with Orchard and
could tell so much?
"He Is In a corner afraid to come
to nay a word
for his lifeljna
friends," declared Borah.
Answering at great length, the theory that the attempts on the life of
Fred Bradley at Sail Francisco were
accidents, Borah pointed out th.it t'ae
latter moved directly from San FranHe traced the movemenu of
cisco.
Orchard in San Francisco, and ridiculed the theory of a gas explosion.
"And," cried Borah, "when Orchard gets ready to leave San Francisco, where does he go?
Back to
Denver to get his money. The deed
pay
was due."
was done, the
At this point Judge Wood announc.
ed the noon recess, and In accordance
with his promise at a conference of
attorneys
this morning, continued
the case on account of the heat until 6 o'clock tills evening. Senator
Borah told Judge Wood this morning that he expects to close his argument tonight ami that the Jury ran
be instructed in the morning, which
will undoubtedly permit them to render a verdict tomorrow, as it Is not
expected that their deliberations will
occupy much time.
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ANOTHER

JAP CAUGHT

UNITED VERDE SMELTER
AT HOLIES

SINKING INTO

OF

BATTERY

GROUND

Arrested In Act at' Encampment of Texas
Troops.

War Between Two Chicago Caving In of Shafts and Tun
nels Below Causes
Factions Results In
Many Outrages.
Shut Down.

WAR DEPARTMENT

BIG PLANT WILL
POLICE MAY RID
PROBABLY
CITY OF CAMSTERS

WILL GIVE INSTRUCTIONS

Chicago, July 26. An attempt to
blow up with dynamite the residence
of Mor.t Tennes, an alleged professional operator of gambling houses,
was made last night by some unknown person. No further damage
than the tearing of a hole in the alley and smashing windows in the
house was done. Five days ago a
similar attempt was made to dynamite the saloon operated by former
State Senator John F. O'Malley.
Both attacks were similar to that
recently made on the residence of
"Blind John" Condon, associate of
Tennes. The series of Incidents Is
said to grow out of jealously between
the 'warring factions of gamblers.
Gambling War On.
There has been a. gambling war of
no uncertain Intensity on for some
days, one clique making an attempt
to put the other out of business. Political differences first started the
row, which has now Involved nearly
every gambler in the city.
The police, in addition to making
a search for the perpetrators of the
dynamite outrages, are considering
the closing of the gambling houses
throughout the city. Every "tin horn"
and other Idler in the city is being
arrested and run out of town.
The homes of the principals In the
feud on both sides are being closely
guarded to prevent a recurrance of
the dynamiting.

Austin, Texas, July 26. A Japanese was taken into custody yesterday

at the

state military encampment
here, and it is charged that he was
making photographs of the batteries
In action and other features.
He Is
btlng held pending an 'Investigation
on the part of the state and federal
authorities.
This is the third arrest of Japanese caught in the act of taking notes
und views of the military and naval
strength of the United States, during
the past few weeks and the soldiers
here feel that some violent measures
should be taken to suppress the practice.
However, no violence was offered to the Jap, but he Is under arrest, closely guarded.
taught In Act.
According to the best authority obtainable, he was equipped with camera and note book, and was caught
as he attempted to snap shot the
batteries. Whether such an act 1s a
violation of the law such as would
render him liable to criminal prosecution, or whether it will merely
result in his being ordered off the
military reservation and compelled
to remain away is not known. The
entire matter will be left with the
war department.
In the case of the two Japs arrested for attempting to take notes
and views of guns and fortifications
some days since, both were discharged from custody but warned to
keep away from the fortifications in
the future.
officers at the encampment here OIL
believe that some action will be recommended by the war department
in this case.

KING

ROGERS
IS SERIOUSLY ILL

BE MOVED

Preseott, Ariz., July 26. The United Verde smelter
at Jerome is
closed down on account of the sinking of the ground upon which it is
built. The smelter is built over underground workings of the great copper deposit and fear is felt that the
plant may fall through into the mines.
The United Verde smelter Is one of
the finest in the world and Is said to
have cost $1,000,000. Senator W. A.
Clark is at the head of the syndicate
which owns these mines and the smelter, and ot late a rumor has been
current that the big Institution Is to
be moved to Farmlngton, N. M., as
the problem of shipping coal to the
Hmelter from Farmlngton
has been
declared to be Incapable of solution.
According to the company It is much
more simple to ship the ore to Farmlngton to the smelter than to ship
the coal the other way. In addition
there are prospects for mineral in
the Farmlngton vicinity.
Muy Necessitate Iteinovul.
The sinking of the ground in the
neighborhood of the smelter and the
danger of the big plant going down
under the strain will undoubtedly
cause the removal In a short time.
It I Impossible to operate
the
plant .t the present time as experts
who have examined the workings
benenth that point declare' that no
known method of bridging un the
shafts and tunnels will avail to stop
the sinking ground, owing to the
enormous weight which resits on the
pillars. Tho cavern was probably due
to the miners having taken out too
much ore, leaving no natural pillars
to support the roofs of the tunnels
and the heavy timbers which have
been broken under the weight.

IS THIS CUP FROM

'T SELL
TO FEDERATION

New York. July 26 The American
today reports that Henry H. Hogers,
active head of the Standard Oil company, was taken suddenly ill at his
denk last Monday end had to be assisted from his office. Since then ho
has been under the care of physicians at his country home In Fair
Haven. Late advices were that he
was Improving fast but his doctors
have enjoined lelaxatlon from business. His Illness, It is said, was due
to a heart stroke.
It was announred today that Rogers Is not now seriously ill. After a
brief rest he will return to New York
and resume his business duties.

STORE

Duluth. Minn., July 26. The Fay-a- l
and the Adams and Spruce mines
at Fveleth, the two largest properties
on the ranges, will resume work Monday and the men who want to return,
may do so. A large muss meeting of
citizens was held at Kveleth last
night. A resolution was adopted condemning he Western Federation of
Miners and assuring protection for all
the men who desired to return to the
mines.
Strike leader Petriclla left Hib-bln- g
for Kveleth today and Acting
Pnsident Mahoney and Acting Secretary Kirwan of the federation, are
also expected today from Denver.
The federation purchased a store at
Hlbbing yesterday and is running it
for the benefit of the strikers. They
tiled unsuccessfully to nurchase k.io.Ih
from traveling salesmen from Iiululh
but were unable to get even cigars.
COMPLETING XF.W KoFtE
TO PACIFIC CO VST.
Salt Lake. Utah, July 26. In a little more than a month, says the Tribune 'today, the Western Pacific,
Mould's new road to the coast, will
be running trains as far as Steptoe,
Nevada, where the road connects with
the Nevada Northern.

HEAVY

RAINS CAUSE
E

WHICH CHRIST DRANK?
July
26.
London,
The Express
published today a story of the discovery near Glastonbury Abbey, of
a glass vessel of beautiful workmanship apparently
of great antiquity
which one, at least, of the discoverers believes is the holy grail of the
Arthurian legend, the cup from
which Christ is reputed to have drunk
at the last supper, and which, according to ancient traditions,
was
brought to England by Joseph of
Arlmathea after the crucifixion.
The vessel is of bluish green glas.
cunningly Inlaid with silver leaf. It
Is now In the possession of Professor
Crookes, who has undertaken to solve
its history.
LUNCH CAPSIZES
IMIOWNING EHi I IT
July 26. A gasoline
Toronto,
launc h capsized in a storm at Sunny-sida western suburb of Toronto,
last night, and of the ten men who
were in her, only two are known to
be safe. Three bodies have been
washed ashore.
CHEAT COAL LANDS
I lEOPENF.il TO ENTKV.
Washington, July 1:6. (Smc1uI.)
A large quallity of coal land in New
Mexico, formerly withdrawn by tha
department, has been reopened to
entry.
e,

i

Phoenix, Ariz.. July 26. There was
a heavy rain here yesterday, the precipitation amounting to one and
Inches. Water Is flowing over
the Uoosevelt storage dam, now under construction, but the flood can
do no damage except to delay the
work.
The storm resembled a cloudburst
and rauseil mueh damage to railroads
in southern Arizona. All trains are
delayed.
one-ten-

th

g

Pet-tibo-

Belen. N. M.. July 26. (Special)- Night Watchman James McFarland.
employed by the Santa Fe to look after lu property at this place, was
shot and dangerously wounded while
In attempting to arrest two men who
Jumped oft the "blind baggage" when
train No. 9 pulled into the
about 1 o'clock this morning. station
McFarland was looking after his
usual duties around the depot when
No. 9 reached Belen and he notlcvd
two men crawling oft tht front end
of the baggage car. He walked toward them, calling to them to stop,
fearing that they had wrought some
mischief to the train. Instead, they
ran with the watchman In close pursuit. Seeing that ho must lose sight
of them In the darkness, McFarland
pulled his revolver from its holster
and fired a shot Into the ground for
the purpose of frightening the men
into stopping.
Itunnlnir Fight.
As the sound of the shot died sway
on of the two men stopped and tired
at McFarland from a distance of fifty
feet. A running fight took place
which lasted until about ten shots
had been fired and McFarland fell
with a bullet in his body.
He was picked up and taken to the
uinco ot ur. wiiKinson. wno dressed
the Injury. During the excitement
the tramps made their escape and
have not yet bee found, though
posse, headed by Special Agent Beik
vimams, wno arrived from Albuquerque this morning, is looking; for
them. .
McFarland's injury Is close- to his
spine and is such that he will be in
a serious condition for some time to
......
.w n u
wno
attention. Dr. Wilkinson
had the.
wounded man sent to the Santa Fe
hospital at Las Vegas today. A message states that he stood the trip welt
and physicians there believe he will
recover, unless complications,
now
unforseen, ensue.
Hud the bullet gone an Inch either
way It would have Inflicted an undoubtedly fatal wound. As It is, both
paralysis and blood poisoning
are
possible. McFarland's good constitution and regular habits are in his fa-

.......

vor.

No due lu AsMniluntH.
There Is much indignation
here
over the affair and within a few minutes after it occurred, a large number
of men were scouring every possible
hiding place for the two tramps, but
without success. As they Jumped oft
the car In a dark place and ran oft
toward the darkness outside the station, McFarland could give no adequate description of them.
From their action In thus resisting
Inquiry as to their Identity! when the
night watchman called to them. It is
believed that they ure wanted for
Supt. Etter arrived this morning
from Albuquerque to Investigate the
shooting, coming by special train.
McFarland gHmely tried to resume
his search for the two men after ha
fell, though he was suffering Intense
pain, and he urged
to follow the men, but they first took him
to the depot and summoned a physician, which gave the outlaws an opportunity to get away.
er

JAPAN

EAGER

FOR

PEACE IN KOREA
Toklo, Japan, July
26. Members
of the constitutional- - party holding
seats in the house of representatives,
passed a resolution today expressing
their belief that the nation would be
satlslled with a speedy conclusion of
the new convention with Korea,
whereby the roots of the existing evils
will be removed and peace effectively
secured.
WISCONSIN
KIH'CATOK
ACCI DENTALLY KILLED.
Oshkosh. Wis.. July 26. Uichard
H. Halsey, president of the Oshkosh
Normal school and well known in
educational circles, was accidentally
shot and klllefl at Geogebic Lake,
Wisconsin, yesterday.
GOOD IIIX'OKD WINS
II.VM.KV HIS FHEEDOtt

Santa Fe. N. M.. July 26.
Sct-tal- )
William Hinley, un- iler sentence of six years from
e Chaves county on the charge of
murder in the second degree,
was given s conditional pardon
today by Acting Governor J. W.
ltaynolds on recommendation of
Associate Justice William H.
Pope, who presided at the trial
and District Attorney J. S. Her- vey, who conducted the prosecu- tlon. Hanley had an exemplary
He. had
e recur. as a convict.
already served three of the six
years sentence and in that time
was known as a model prisoner
by even the lite Prison Suoer- Intendent Trclford. who was long
on discipline. Hanley will return
to Chaves rountv.
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'ALBUQUERQUE

fAGlB TWO.

snry to take the utmost possible service out of every car obtainable, and
many that would formerly have been
sent to the scrap heap without a
moment' hesitation are being patch
ed up nnd sent to branch lines where
the traffic Is light, and no great stresa
will be put upon this style of equipment. This enables the roads to reserve the great bulk of their new and
enlarged equipment for th
main
through
traffic Is
lines where
heaviest.
TO m ii.n AIR LINE
Ti t TMCAHI TO TF.XKXI
Tucumcnrl. X. M July 26. An en
thusiastic mass meeting of the business men of Tucumrarl was held at
he court house Inst night to meet
delegation from the towns of Tex- ico and Farwell.
The object of the conference was
to take action in the preliminary
work of constructing an air line railroad connecting Tucumcari with Tex-Ica distance of about sixty miles.
Resolutions were adopted
and a
business
committee of Tucumcari
men selected to confer with Texlco
representatives in regard to the sur
vey, financing and construction
of
this important road.
Mrs. F. Perkins, wife of the pipe
shop foreman, will leave tomorrow
evening for Pittsburg, Pa., and
Ohio, for an extensive visit
with relatives. Returning home she
stop
will
in Paola, Kan., for a short

See Our Fine Line of Rockers
Prices ranging from
$1.50 to $25.00
Golden, weathered and plain
oak. Mahogany and wickers..:
Prices and quality will suit you.

Cash or payments.

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

West End Viaduct
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

BIG KICK

MADE

ON MEXICAN
CENTRAL
Juarez Shippers Demand That
Road Move Freight
at Once.
El Paso. Tex., July

26.

Owlnir to

what Juarez merchants end shippers
call the deplorable and outrageous
condition of the Mexican Central
yards at that port a meeting was
held last night In Juarez by interested business men to determine onn
aome means of relief. It Is the
to
of the persons Interested
make a public protest against conatditions, for they assert that no
tention has been paid by the railroad to the remonstrances of IndiInten-Ciq-

at ay.

personally In nil the districts of th
city where such men would be likely
to be found, he gave up, after having gotten only twenty-fivThese
he sent out Sunday.
Mr. Sheridan has charge of nil the
employes of the road In his district.
He came here with the intention of
getting not only laborers but telegraph operators, station agents, section foremen nnd men for almost all
classes of employment.
"They are simply not to be had,"
he said before he left. "Laborers
were never so scarce as they are now.
All the available ones have gone to
the Kansas wheat fields. We pay
top wages, furnish the men transportation and treat them ns well as
they could possibly be treated anywhere they could work. The climate
Is ideal.
We have 350 fair days n
year, but we can't get the men."
e.

MOVE OF OWNERS
Ob' PRIVATE CARS
Chicago, III., July 26. The own
ers of private car Jlnes will try to
compel the railroads to pay them BO
cents a day for the use of their cars
instead of paying a mileage of three- quarters of a cent. It Is stated that
private
there are at least 150,000
cars In use, and when they are being
transported they would cost the
roads $65,000 a day for their use if
the movement is successful.
At present the railroads pay the
owners of private -- cars from
of 1 cent to 1 cent a mile
for every mile their cars are operat
ed, loaded or empty. When the per
diem rate ns between railroads for
the use of foreign cars was 20 cents
per day the private enr owners refused to accept per diem arrangements. The same wa true when the
charge was increased to 25 cents. On
July 1 the railroads, which ere members of the American Railway asso
ciation agreed to increase the per
diem charge to 50 cents a day. It Is
understood that the mileage basis re
turns private car owners about 25 to
30 cents a day, and to grant them
per diem would Increase the expense of the railroads fully $25,000
aauy.
three-quarte-
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CUT PRICES!
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National
Hoston at Chicago,
lirooklyn at St. Louis.
New York nt Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
American Icnguc.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. luls at Washington.
Hoston.
Cleveland at New York.

Hrokolyn
Hoston

.

4 5

39
34
33
19

,

.

Cincinnati
St. Louis

,

.

. .

.610
.563
.459

32
35
46
47
51

50

, .

.4 20

.393
.216

69

whole story.

American 1engiie.

Won. Lost. Pet
35
53
.602
33
49
.598
50
35
.588
35
4S
.578
41
42
.494
50
35
.412
51
32
.386
26
54
.325

Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland

www

Mr. and Mrs. Chapman, formerly
connected with the local Harvey
curlor room, but now In charge of
the El Paso oilier, arrived in the city
this morning. They will leave tonight for Kansas City, Mo., where
they will visit friends.
www
The coast line work train Is pick
ing up all of the 83 pound steel rails
on the first district between this city
and Gallup, and conveying them to
he second district where they will
be laid west of Holbrook, Ariz.
a
E. H. Ross, traveling freight agent
for the Santa Fe at Galveston, has
been made traveling agent for the
operating department and is succeed
ed by M. B. Nllburn, heretofore so
liciting freight agent.
Max Zlmmcr, for several years proprietor of a saloon at South Second
and Santa Fe avenue, has disposed of
his business to accept his old position
In the spring gang at the shops.
Passenger engine 0126. used on one
of the branch lines of the Rio Gran
de division, was turned out of the
main shops yesterday. She was brok
en In this morning.
www
Eugene
Martlneer,
distribution
clerk in Storekeeper Scully's office.
who has been vacationing
at the
Jemez Hot Springs, has returned to
work.
Section Foreman Tressler, who has
been confined to his home for the
last ten days on account of sickness,
has resumed his duties In the yards.
WW
Engine 1850 arrived here
as a light train from the Topeka
general snops, where the big decapod
was overhauled.
The Santa Fe, It Is reported, will
build a large passenger station, warehouses and ore bins at Searchlight,

Philadelphia

New York
St. Louis
Hoston

Washington

Western
Omaha
Lincoln
lies Moines
Denver
Sioux

Pueblo

City

1 .oh

cue.

Won. Lost.
57
51
46
41
36
33

37
39

40
44
63
51

National Icngiio.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.
1
3
5
Cincinnati
7
4
1
New York
liatterles Ewlng and Schlel;
and Bresuahan.
At Chicago
R. II. E.
1
8
8
Chicago
Mat-thews-

.

.

0

8

1

liatterles Overall, Kling and Ke- hoe; Young, Koultes and Needham.
R. II. E.
At Pittsburg- 5 11
2
Pittsburg
4
3
9
Philadelphia
Phlllppl and Gibson;
Hatteries
Brown and Doran.
American League
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
Chicago
Philadelphia

.022
.270
Sullivan;

Walsh nr.d
Batteries
Bender and Powers.
R. H. E.
Second game
1
9
. . 3
Chicago
Philadelphia
Batteries White, Owen and Hart;
Dygert and Schreck.
R. H. E.
At New York
4
8
4
Cleveland

:

:
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FOR PRICES

Y'ork

9

10

1

Batteries IJebhardt and Clarke;
Doyle, Klelnow and Thomas.
At Washington
R. H. E.
0
3
6
Washington
5 12
2
St. Louis
Batteries Hughes, Gehring, Warner and Heydon; Powell and Spencer.
At Boston
R. H. E.
2
2 6
Detroit
7
1
Boston
I
Schmidt;
Batteries
Killlan and
Winter and Crlger.
R. H. E.
Second game
3
0
I
Detroit . .
2 10
7
Boston
liatterles Siever and Payne, Pruitt,
Glaze and Shaw. (
Western League.
At Pueblo
R. H. E.
3
3
4
Pueblo
1
9 10
Des Moines
Batteries Hatch and Drill;
Yeager.
and
R. II. E.
At Denver
7 10
2
Denver
8
3
5
Omaha
Zuluwky;
Hatteries Adams und
Ragan and Oonding.
R. II. E.
Second game
1
4
8
Denver
5
7
2
Omaha
Hatteries Bohannon, Zalusky and
McDonough; Sanders and Lebrnnd.
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
3 12
2
Sioux City
2 10
Lincoln
2
Batteries Jarrott, Bressler and
Sheehan; Jones and Sullivan.
American AsMoeiatioii.
City 3:
At Kanwis City: Kansas
Milwaukee 2.
Indlannpolia 1:
At Indianapolis'.
Toledo 12.
At Columbus: Columbus 5; Louis
ville 12.
At St. Paul: St. Paul 6; Minneap
olis 7.

::::::::::

LOOK AT MY WINDOW
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Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Qlomi, Vic Preside'.

at Mapl Sugar"

sold by

J.

n.

HA IK DRESSER

Treanrea,

Buecesaors to
MCLINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

A

WMOLKBALK DKALKR0 IN

0I0MI.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

kaap avarythlng In ataek ta outfit tha
most fastidious bar aamplata

South,

?.

Have bean appointed exclusive agent In th
.
far
Schlltx, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
River,
V. H. McBrayer'e Csdar Brook, Loul
Green
Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and )ther standard tranda of whlakle to numerous te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
Bat sell the straight article as received by ns from tie best laerle.
Distilleries and Breweries In tie United 8tat a. Call aad Inspect ear
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalog
and Irl hist
leaned to dealers only.

It

For BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Trr
DtWltt'l Kldnflj and Bladder Pills Sure ind

Cnai. Mellnl, aereUry

O. BscfcecU,

Consolidated Liquor Company

CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
Relleres Colds br working them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
action of the bowels.
Coughs by cleansing th
Relieves
mucous membranes of tha throat, chsst
and bronchial tubes.
MAs pleasant to th tast

..791 Children Like

New

CUT PRICES!

MAN13ELL

M.

Prt.

.606
.567
.535
.477
.404
.393

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

Hoston

1907.

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

National Ieague.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Chicago . .
22
63
.741
31
New York .
50
.617
.

.
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THEY STAND

Pittsburg .
Philadelphia

3VT.Y

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

Itetrolt at

J IOW

FTUDAY.
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BASE BALL

o,

CO.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Sifi

CO.
AND

cmnopo- -

DIST.

Vetll Paper!
Paint!
omoaKmoaKmmoaKmotao

m
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Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppovidual shippers.
site the Alvarado and next door to
They will endeavor to secure the
Sturges
cafe, Is prepared to give
of business men In El
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
Paso In trying to force the Central
dressing, treat corns, bunions and into come to time and will appeal to
growing nails.
She gives massage
the El Paso Chamber of Commerce
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
asking that body to lend its Influ.Nevada.
own
preparation
of comBambini's
ence 4n the interest of El Paso's
up
and
skin
plexion
cream
builds
the
ljet mo paper nnd paint your
port
entry
as
a
trad
of
Into MexiJack Wlekham. who has been em
Improves the complexion,
and Is
co. It Is pointed out that the chamguaranteed.
Satisfaction
house.
ployed at the Pecos river saw mill,
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
1'rompt attention to mall orders.
ber of commerce of Chihuahua some
has Joined the Santa Fe shop force
time ago aent In a protest to the ofalso prepares a hair tonic that cures
as locomotive Jacket Inspector.
a a
ficials of the road and that the tiro- and prevents dandruff and hair fall
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co.
teert resulted In some measures of re- F. R. Dobson, assistant 'boiler fore
ing out; restores Hie to dead hair
' lief being taken.
man, left yesterday
The same will be
removes moles, warts and superfluous
for Wlnslow
South Saeond and Lead o
where he will Inspect the boller3 of
tried here and the affair mar result
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator OOSK)eOeOK)KOO0OC
coast line freight engine 961.
in the organization, of a chamber of
any
blemish of the
For
machines.
a a a
commerce In Juarez.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini
fcl'ES HOCK ISLAND I'OH
Weston,
two years an emFred
for
u
ay
Blockade ExlKte.
V
OP III'SHAXD
at Gallup, has
It Is maintained that despite the Topeka, Kan.,EAT1I
See our new Double Long Staple
July 26. Alleging ploy of the Santa Fe
82 1 North First Street.
Phone No. 483
at the local shops,
claims of the Central that no block that her husband was killed, while accepted a position
Mattresses. Sample on extbltlon. No
a a a
ade has ever existed In the Juarez standing between two tracks, be
any price. Futrelie
made
for
better
A
was
by
colt
killed
line
coast
yards such a condition has existed tween which there was but two and
furniture Co.
engine 837 yesterday between
and still exists, and that as a result a half feet of space, by a Rock Is freight
this port Is suffering Incalculably in land switch engine, Mrs. Bessie Moss Gallup and Albuquerque.
a
a
Ita Import and export trade, particutiled suit against the C. Ft.
Superintendent W. K. Etter, of the
larly the latter. Merchandise that yesterday
I. & P. Railroad company for $10,-00- 0 Rio Grande division. Inspected the
lowas formerly sent through El Paso
Don
damages. Her husband,
yesterday,
Is rapidly being diverted to the ports Earl Moss, was a switchman in the cal shops and yards
a a a
at Laredo and. Eagle Pass, 4t is yards at Helleville.
Engineers Clarke,
Sheppard and
claimed.
The petition charges among other Herman are the only engineers on the
with Ttaube and Mauger
"sjjw
The conditions of affairs here has things that when killed. Moss was "oft duty" list.
j
Office, 115 North First St.
a a a
Teaulted in heated protests from mer- obeving an order from his foreman.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
chants all along the line in Mexico, Charles W. Wllburt. to open a swiUh.
J. R. Stokes, section foreman at
one dealer from as far south as Gua The men had been riding on, the foot.r Blue Water, spent Tuesday with his
nnguato, near Mexico City, having board of a coal tender of the switch iMPther here.
com to Juarez recently to Investi- engine. When he stepped off to
When you want to buy, sell,
gate TniO the cause of delayed shlp- - throw the switch,
Moss was struck
CHYIXG Foil HELP.
aaents of material "Rhlcn tie Tiaa on by 3 X'vltch engine which was ap
rent or exchange
the road for months. On account of proaching from anomer uirevuun. Iits Of It In Alb.iquer.uu Hut Dully
getting
machinery
to The sieed tr tne engine wnicn strutthe delay In
A Ice Company.
Southwestern Brewery
Grow lug Lesn.
that point it was necessary to dis- Moss was alleged to be eighteen
continue operations at one tf the miles an hour, or In excess of the.
The kidneys cry for help.
plants of a Inrge mining company. It proper speed at such a time.
Not an organ in the whole body so
is alleged. Inquiries are said to be
delicately constructed.
Keep busy until you find
constantly coming in to local deal- HOCK ISLiAXl) C.VK
Not one so lmport4.it to health.
ers as to the cause of the delay.
MEN AKE STIUKIMi.
A Memorable Day.
Rock Island. 111.. July 26. An or
The kidneys are the niters of the
KxprOKH Shipments Increase.
One of the days we remember with
INSURANCE
by Chief Carman blood.
that many dealers der L.hus been Issued
pleasure, as well as with profit to
It is also said disgusted
Secretary Mutual Building Associacalling
a
the
of
strike
F.
Bonmus
with the
become so
nnr health. Is the one on which we
they
When
hae
fall
the
becomes
blood
tion. Office at 217 West Kallr
delays In shipments of their goods Carmen's union on the entire Rock
became acquainted with Dr. King's
,
Best American Block, per ton..8.50 avenue.
system. The order affects 2,- - foul and poisonous.
214 W. Gold Ave.
that they are sending great quantities Island
.au
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
per
ton
ISut,
Anthracite
can
no
be
There
where
health
there
re
to
According
40U
men.
advices
. by express.
The large increase in
that cure headache and bllllousness.
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
express shipments south recently is ceived here, the order has been gen Is poisoned blood.
keep the bowels right. 25c at ail AlbuQueraua
New Mexico
aa.su
per ton
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
The principal shops
Backache in one of the first indica and
aid to be due to the poor facilities erally rtbeyed.
dealers.
are located at Sllvls, Chicago, Horton. tions of kidney trouble.
of the Central In handling freight.
Okla.,
Cedar
and
Kan.,
Shawnee.
broker,
C. Arguelles, the customs
It Is the kidneys' cry for help.
LIVERT. SALE, FEED AND
one of those interested In the meet- - Rapids, la. The Issue Is the rein- Heed it.
TRANSFER STABLES.
OX)OOOXOK04J0
Ins, stated this morning that all pro statement of K. A. Dunn, a union
Donn's Kidney Pills are what in
tents of private parties to the com painter, at Sllvls, who was dischargHorses and Mules Bought and
pttny have been received with little ed on an allegation that he removed wanted.
Are Just what overworked kidneys
consideration and that some greater his Jumper and overalls before the
CEDAR
DRT
pressure would be brought to bear. whistle blew.
need.
PINION
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
The officers of the union say that
AND TOKNILLO.
They strengthen and Invigorate the
The Mexican Central is trying to do
business at this port today just as It trains on the Rock Island road are kidneys; help them to do their work
Second Street, between Railroad and
CASH.
STRICTLY
TERMS
did when the road was first built," not Inspected, as the law requires. never fail to cure any case of kidney
Copper Avenue.
VIA
he declared, "and this attitude is and they will notify the Interstate disease.
mlcidal. Leaky engines, poor track commerce commission.
Read the proof from an Albuquer
age and a few cars are depended on
From Chicago
que citizen:
to keep pace with the growing de- SCllAl HEAPS AM.
From St. Louis
602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
SMAI.I.KH
HKt'OMINt;
improve
All
Use
business.
the
Mrs. E. Fournelle, living at 403 S.
mands of
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
ure commenting Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
ments that the company Is making on Operating ofiiclals
scrap
heaps
are
the fact that their
Shore"
"Lake
are being made at the southern end
Use
Kidney
now being robbed of much material "I have recommended Doan's
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
of the line where It is least needed.
to a great many of my friends
Or
that waa previously sent to them Pills acquaintances,
Shipment
When In need of aaali, door, frame.
they
alacrity.
scar
have
and
and
The
with the Kreatest
"There are fourteen care of
403
etc. Screen work a
Michigan
"Big Four
and other goods bound for city of equipment has made It neces- - learned of a valuable medicine and,
houth
First street. Telephone 403.
States
like myself, appreciate It exceedingly.
Honora through the I'nited
Central
from the Central that have betn do
Two years ago I took Doan's Kidney
laved for over a month on uccoun
Pills, using In all three boxes, and
Route"
"AMERICA'S GREATEST
The
Niagara Falls
t
having
facilities
of not
mke
was cured of pain in my back, a
RAILWAY SYSTEM"
transfers Into foreign cars or to fur
Route
trouble which I had for a good many
nlsh Mexican Central cars with pro
The quality of the barley years.
I was also greatly relieved of
II
per equipment to go through.
of
quality
the
the
grain,
rheumatism at the time and have
llatn Holler, customs agent of th
BOSTON OLD HOME WEEK, July 25. 2C 7. 28
bight-Da- y
hops,
rabst
the
Mexican Central, has a car load
never been bothered with this comand
Process
tht
Malting
the
plows that have leen in the yard
IVom CHICAGO or ST. LOUIS OXK PARK plus $200 for hiiiI
plaint since. There Is no question as
CVIol.rallon
over a month unabl to get to th
TRIP. A t;ruml "OI.U 1IOM1-- WKKk"
JtOlM
Kidneys
to
the
Doan's
Pills."
of
virtue
,
T,
commencing
JILV
cess make
lcstivitW-scustoms house for dispatch.
of
Public
Reunion. Seven lay
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c
Woodside has had cars of ore on the
-- Kill.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. Buffalo. N. Y
way In the Juarez yards for two
router Boston Pay; Now Fiir-luiFounders' Iuy; Putrlots' Pay:
sole agents for the United States,
months. Cars that come Into the
MiuNU'liuM'tU Buy; Women's Buy: Millmrv Bay. Bur-hu- e
lavi
yards here touay may be held up for
Remember the name Doan's and
these Seven Buys Historic. ROSTOV will lie "AT HOM1. to all
fifteen day before they go out. One
16
lake no other.
her Sons uml Daughters, wherever residing.
witch engine Is URed by the road
o
You Hon t Count tha Cost
to pull freight cars around on sidBOSTON AND RETURN, July 13. 22. 23. August 6,
FOKT If A YARD, XKVV MEXICO.
ings and out of the road to let
in
'i'l,
Juiy
r.iu7.
Sialed
propolis
2b.
Sept.
24,
14,
10.
Is
20,
go
24;
through.
this
10.
If
trains
our pies, cakes and
when eating
triplicate for Extension to Water
not a blockade of the yards I don't
Fare from St. Louis, $27.00
Fare from Chicago, $24.00
System ( 8 75 feet 4 inch lpet at this
rastry, for lt' small In comparison
know what Is. The sidings from
post, will be received here until II
Our work is as our name
with the natlsf iction you gain. The
here to Chihuahua are lined up with
Tke Beer of Quality
NEW ENGLAND RESORTS July 13. 22. 23; Aug. 0,
a. m. August 10. i 0 7 . and
then
u shipper
altk-- t lacked freight and
day you start using the products of
on
opened.
furnished
Information
2S.
IO, 20, 24; Sept. lo, 14, 24,
does not know how long his goods
our bakery will be a red letter one implies, and our charges are
application.
I'nited Slates reserves
will be left along the road before
Mark It up this right.
on your calendar.
ri'ht to acceptanyor r"Ject any or En-all
From Chicago or St. Louis, One Fare Plus $2.00 for the Round Trip
they can be moed."
You can
part thereof.
propowils or
day.
Ribbon wi
velopes containing proposals should
CANADIAN RESORTS, Daily Until Sept. 30. '07
(!!.1(0I .U)ltI'ltS
knowledge
to
be endorsed "Extension
Water
M the same d
.IIK VH.Y IX 1KM
S.
System"
to
Capt.
From Chicago or St. Louis, One Fare Plus J2.00 for the Round Trip
and
addressed
Kansas City. July -- ti. K. I.,. ClusPIONEER BAKERY
P. Vestal, y. M.
ter, un employment agent for the the same'
Full Particulars may 1 obtained from any Ticket Atcont of the
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
207 South First Street.
IlurlinKton, from Sheridan. Wyoming, year in and
New Arrlvuls for (lie Week.
left KmiKts City for Omaha lat
rugs.
Ingrain
tapestry
Seamless
night, after having fpent several days
carpets (large assortment) brass and
Give us your ROUGH DRY Wvrk
here In the attempt to get men to
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
WAKUKX J. LYNCH, Passenger Traflle Manager, CHICAGO.
Kitchen
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
work on the road in the far west. He is 118 V. Silver Ave., Albuquerque. Iron beila, lliiolcuniB, lioogier
glassware.
Cabinets, China and
came with the intention of sending
Imperial Laundry Co.
Pbooe 125.
Furniture Co.
buck liv laborers, but u'ler working

W. E.

MAUGEP

WOOL

DIAMOND

Household Goods

Star Furniture Co.

SPECIAL

RATES

John

S.

Beaven

Don't Forget The

If You Want A

A

Plumber

J

ul

pus-aeng- er

A. E. WALKER,

WOOD

SUMMER

EXCURSION

COAL

Pabst

j

Blue Ribbon
y

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES

Fu-ircl-

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

ALBUQUERQUE

rmn.w, Jtxr 2. io7.

LIVE

.

STOCK

IS CHINK BECOMES

HIE

EVENING

ISN'T A MAN EASY?

PRODUCES

INSANE IN

TWO MILLION

MARKET

PRISON

POUNDS

COMl Uf TO TME

--V,

Cf sujiT

AT TOP OF

nn tt.

CITIZEN.

X.'

A

CLuB

J.

f

2C

C.

BALDRIDGE

DKALKR IN NATIVK A MO CHICAGO LUMBK

v
C NO" THANKS)
--

AH3
teat, wear
PAINT Cover more, look
8H E R WIN-WILthe longest, most economical; full measure.
BTJILDIXO
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
'
Paint. Glass, Bash, Door, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALnCQTJT.RQCE, NEW ITRX.

I...

..mm

G.LKeppeler

Prices For Wool. Lambs and While Waiting Deportation. Annual Output of Santa Fe
Gold and Copper
Prisoner Is Unbalanced
Cattis Are Good This
San Angplo, Tex., July 26. The
sheepman Is on top again this yenr.
so far ns prices for his wool ore concerned. In some localities. It Is true,
because of the rains holding bnck.
litmhs hal to be sacrificed In order
to save the mother ewes, but so far
that has been about the only drawback connected with the sheep and
wool rrowinn Industry this season,
find sheepmen are generally feeling
go'i.i over the situation.
The demand for wool Is active, and
operations around San Angelo and
the past
other wool centers during
two weeks indicate that buyers are In
sight for practically everything they
can find that looks like good wool.
Prices are better than were paid last
year. It being currently reported that
the bulk of the best wool sold at San
Angelo brought about 24 cents per
pound, tt insures a nanasoine margin
of profit ror tne proaucer.
Wool CVnti-r- .
Ran Angelo, Lam pasts and Kerr
ville are the principal wool marketsof Texas and Albuquerque and Koswell of New Mexico and the plan pur
sued by the producers generally is to
concentrate their clips at one or tne
other of these points In anticipa
It Is
tion of the coming of buyers. 6,000,-000
reported that something like
so
sold
far
pounds have been
this season at Kan Angelo, and it Is
believed that there are something
like 2,000,000 pounds now on sale
at Kerrvllle and 3,000,000 pounds, at
Albuquerque. The wool concentrated
at Lampasas was sold earlier In the
season, and brought 23 cents per
pound, which was two cents less
than the same quality of wool sola
for last season at that point. The
claim Is made that the wool produc
ed in the Lamnasas country is the
best grown In Texas, and If that Is
the case, it would appear the lam
rasas wool growers were perhaps a
little but hasty In turning their wool
loose.
Wool growers say there has been
an unusually heavy pressure from
the east this year to induce them to
consign their wool to eastern markets
on commission and a considerable
quantity has gone east in that manner. But there are a great many
producers who did not take kindly
to that suggestion, and they concen
trated their stuff at the local mar
kets where It has been looked up by
eastern buyers and it is believed that
better prices have been obtained by
forcing the buyers to come out Into
the open.
I'se I,av lis (Tub
When the live stock interests of
country
were making a fight for
the
law, it
the extension of the
was believed something was being
accomplished that would greatly re
dound to the interest of the live
stock Industry, but there was one
feature of the situation that was en
During severa
tirely overlooked.
years of the not very remote past
the live stock shippers and produc
ers have also been engaged in a very
stiff fight with the railway Interests
of the country over the time consumed In getting live mock shipments
to market, and just at the time' when
It appeared they had this fight won
they unwittingly placed a club In the
hands of the railways in the extenlaw, with which
sion of the
the railways are beating the desired
In otner words,
reform to death.
since the passage of the law amend
lng the original measure by extend
ing the time live stock may be kept
In transit to 36 hours upon the con
sent of the shipper, the railways
have been consuming the limit hi
lowed by the law. and this is causing
some lively efforts at the Instance o
the Washington authorities to call
them to strict account
A cleansing, clean, cooling, sootn-inhealing household remedy is De
Witt's Carbolized Witch Haiel Salve.
Sold by J. H. O'ltlelly & Co.
ur

Yuma, Ariz., July 26. Huddled up
one corner of the Yuma Jail weep-n- g
and refusing all food, sits Tong
Lock, his mind all but gone, ami fast
becoming the mere shadow of his
former physical self.
Tong Lock is a young Chinaman,
about 22 years of age, who was ar
rested by Chinese Inspector W. A.
Braize last Lecember, for being unlawfully in this country.
Several
times his trial was postponed, each
time on motion of Lock s counsel, to
obtain time for getting
evidence
from Pocatello. Idaho, where the
was
Chinaman's father
then in busi
n ess.
Finally in April, the case came to
trial before I'nlted States Commissioner C. H. Vttlng, at Yuma, and
Lock was ordered deported.
Waiting for More Prisoners.
It has been the custom, however,
of United States Marshal Daniels at
Tucson, whose duty it is to deport
such allents as are ordered deported
to wait until a sufficient number have
been secured to warrant making the
trip to Kan Francisco. This is why
poor Tong Iock is a starving luna
tic today. No Chinese have been de
ported from the Yuma district since
last April, and this unfortunate celestial has thus languished lc Jail for
seven months.
Was Intelligent.
Lock was a nice appearing China
man, showing evidence of considera
ble Intelligence, when he was Im
prisoned, but knowing that the court
had ordered him sent home, and
waiting In vain, day after day, week
after week and month after month
for the summons to go and listening
to 'the awful stories his fellow pris
oners have Invented, one that he was
to be hung, another that he was to
be sent to Los Angeles and beheaded
listening until he must have be
lieved of late spurning all food, hay
ng eaten n most nothing for more
than a week, his mind has gradually
sunk under the terrible weight, and
today Tong Luck may be said to be
crazy a crying, demented child
arraid of life and afraid of death.
Attorney C. L. Brown was employ
ed a few days ago, by, friends of the
poor young fellow, to look after his
Brown has written Mar
Interests.
shal Daniels. informing
him of
Locks awful condition, and asking
him to attend to the deportation at
once,
unless .this is done the attor
ney proposes to Immediately take the
necessary steps to compel the au
thorities to liberate the prisoner.
Bad Burns Quickly Healed.
"I am so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve has done for me
that I feel bound to write and tell
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
little daughter had a bad burn on
her knee. I applied Chamberlain's
It
salve and
healed beautiful v.
This salve allays the pain of a burn
most instantly. It is for sale by all
druggists.
n
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GIRL OF

14

WEDS

BOY OF SAME AGE
Knoxville. Tenn., July 26. In the
presence of relatives and neighbors
and attended by six of their school
friends, Willie Richards
and Klla
Urook, aged 14 years each, were
married at the residence of Squire
J. W. Brown nt Thorn Orove. The
marriage united the youngest couple
ever wed In this state with their par
ents' consent, and the wedding at
tendants are the youngest on record
The attendants were Mnyme MoCar
thy, 14; Frenchle Barber, 13; Scot
tie Nipper, 13: Joe Benson MeCarty
13: Harriott Adcock, 14, and Fred
Adcock. 13. The bride carried
bouquet of sweet pens and each o
the bridesmaids carried bouquets.

Santa Fe. X. M., July 26. The
Santa Ke Gold & Copper mining
camp, situated In the San Pedro
camp. Is now producing nt the rate
of 2.0U.IMKI pounds a year. The company resumed business last Febru
ary after a long Idleness.
An offi
cial of the company states:
NMth our present smelting capac
ity we are producing at the rate of
2.O00.000 pounds of copper annually.
Our smelter contains only one furnace and we have Just given orders
for additional Jackets whereby the
capacity will be increased from 100
tons ua at prestiit to about
150
tons dally.
4
per
Our ore Is running about
cent copper and gold and silver val
ues extracted are equivalent to approximately 2V4 cents to the pound
of copper.
INwr TrniisM)rtatlon I aollltUx.
"We are no better off as regards
railroad facilities than formerly. We
are forced to take our matter from
the smelter and transport it over a
wagon road to the Santa Fe Central
railroad for shipment to the refinery.
There are no Indications that any
body desires to finance the construction of a spur to the mine from, the
Kanta re Central and consequently
we shall hnve to continue the present
method of hauling."
The official continuing stated that
It was too early to say whether the
Santa Fe mine was "earning its own
board." Considerable diamond drilling is going on at the property which
will entail considerable expense as
will also the construction of the additional furnace capacity.
The company's last annual report
showed cash In banks at the end of
the fiscal year to be $140,000 and nt
that time it was stated that this
amount would be sufficient for preliminary development and operating
expenditures.
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their friend to mate
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The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guest Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line car atop at the Hollenbeck door.

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine Works

. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car: Shafting, Pulley, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column aaJ Iron
Front for Building.
mmpmtr on Mining mnd mill Maohlnory m mflmlty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Euro-

America,

the cry of the present day la "Long
live Dr. King's Xew Discovery. King
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
Julia, Ryder Paine,
which Mrs.
Turro, Mass., says: "It never falls
to give Immediate
relief and to
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
Paine a opinion Is shared by a ma'
Jority of the Inhabitants of this coun
try. Xew Discovery cures weak lungs
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
Don't wait any longer to buy that
and sore throats after all other your dlgesetlve organs and furnish pair of dainty low shoes you have
remedies have failed; and for coughs the natural digestive Juices for your promised yourself,
Buy them now
and colds Its the only sure cure. stomach. It will make you well. KoGuaranteed by all druggists. 60c and dol dlgeuts wha you eat Sold by J. and get that much more satisfaction.
O'Rlelly & Co.
11.00 Dottle free.
Our styles and prices are right and
we shall be pleased to have you
GOOD,
TtOOT
COI.D
Subscribe
FEE'S
for The Ctttsen and get call and examine them. C. May's
BEEf
the news.
AT WALTON'S DRt'O STOR1C

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flieikote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Alfeoqterqtte, New Mexico

oooo
ooooo
The St. Elmo

Finest Wblsklss

JOSEPH

120

BARNETT, Prop".

West Railroad Avenoe

Wines, Brandlu. Etc.

I

mAMPL AND
CLUB WOOMB

J
m

Shoe store, 314 West Central avenue.

OFFICIAL MATTERS
ISanta Fe. X. M.. Julv 26. The fol
lowing have been appointed notaries
public by Acting Governor J. W. ltay- noias:
Fred Le Min, of Alamogordo, Otero
county; Lucius K. McUaffey. of Itos-we- l,
Chaves county.
CoriMtratioii AMiiit Now Agent.
A certificate of amendment to the
articles of Incorporation of lel Uoy
Copper Mining and Smelting company, the headquarters of which are
at Alamogoixlo, has been filed in the
ottlce of the territorial secretary. The
only change made is in the appointment of a new agent upon whom
process can be served as provided by
law. John K. I)eMler, of Alumogor-do- ,
Is designated as the new territorial agent.'
Transferred to Houiidury Work.
A. J. Abbott, Jr., who has been
employed as a ranger on the Jemez
national forest, has been transferred
to boundary work, according to Information given out today at the office of Forest Supervisor Jloss McMillan.
Abbott will be employed on
the national forests emlracing the
district of Xew Mexico. He Is a son
of Judge Abbott, U. 8. attorney In
New Mexico for the Pueblo Indians.
AMintet U. 8. Court I'oiimiliMoiicr.
Judge Edward A. Mann, presiding
Judge of the sixth Judicial district
court, has appointed W. U. Hawkins,
of Moritoya, Quay county, as U. S.
court commissioner of the sixth Judicial district. Mr. Hawkins, who was
a resident for somp time of Portale?,
Roosevelt county, has recently moved
to Montoya.

There is no other part of our physical system upon which so much
depends as upon the blood. The muscles, nerves, bonis, sinews, skin, and
other portions of the body are sustained, developed and enabled to perform
their different duties, because they are supplied with nourishment and
healthful properties through the circulation. In various ways the blood
becomes contaminated and polluted.
A sluggish, inactive condition of the
system, and torpid state of the avenues of bodily waste, will leave the refuse
and waste matter of the body to sour and form uric and other acids, which
are absorbed into the blood and Rheumatism, or some itching, disfiguring
skin disease is the result. Muddy, sallow complexions, eruptions, splotches,
pimples, etc., all show that some humor has taken root iu the circulation
and rendered it sour and unfit for nourishing the body. There is scarcely
any disease which cannot be traced to the blood. Often the
blood of parents is handed down to children and their lives are a continual
battle against disease in
form, usually of a scrofulous nature. Rheumatism, Catarrh, Skin Diseases, .Sores and Ulcers, Contagious Wood Toison,
etc., are all
blood troubles, and until this vital fluid is purified
they cannot be cured. For all blood diseases S. S. S. is the best remedy ver
put upon the market. This great medicine is made of roots, herbs and barks
of recognized
and building-uproperties.
It goes down into
the circulation and removes all poisons, impurities and humors, supplies
the blood with the healthful properties it needs and completely cures blood
diseases of every kind.
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism. Catarrh, Scrofula,
Skin Diseases, Sores and Ulcers, Contagious Blood I'oison, etc., because it
purifies the blood. Uook on the blood and medical advice fr;e
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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SIT UP, YOU ROOTERS!

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
The Best Baseball in the Whole Wide West

PURIFIES
THE BLOOD
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Fast Clubs and Close Contests to Decide the Championship of the Southwest
What More Do You Want?
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SEE E. O. PRICE.
I am here to sta.. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate is the acme of anything" and everything desirable.' I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
s 212 South Second street bear that number In mind, 212 South Second
Street. If you have anything In my line to sell see E. O. Price. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent it for
you. My bread ana butter aepenas upon giving you good anu prompt ser
vice. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE K. O. PRICE.
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Only Thing For a Picnic
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Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Ueed It. :: :: :: ::

Walter Stewart, of this city, left
for Uallup last night.
Repairs
on the Coal avenue viaduct
(Ity Ron Allen.)
N. M.,
Kntorctl tin wvond-i-l- n
rood
Hannah Proctor was blind, an In are being made by the street departvmlcr Art of Uoiigrcw of March 3, 1879.
11 '
Compartment
7 II
mate of the city infirmary. Outward ment.
ly she was happy, ror her sightless
The lawn around the Santa Fe hoshoxt
In
daily
New
and
the
Mexico
Tlie only Illustrated
eyes could not express the longing pital on south Broadway will be
newianer
In her heart.
medium of the Southwest.
Those around the In- placed In first class condition next
stitution thought she had forgotten week.
In
the past. They did not know
Lots 11 end 12, block 31, Ornnt
THK AI.m.'QlKHQVE CITIZEN IS:
the mother's breast was a longing for tract has been sold by M. W. Flour-noThe leading Republican daily and weekly newsianer if the Southwest.
away
her boy, who had been taken
trustee, to C. E. Newcomer. Sale
Tlie advocate of Republican principles and the "uarc Deal."
to prison years ago. He had sinned; recorded today.
she sueffred.
An eight pound baby daughter was
THK AI.nVQt"KIlQl"E CITIZEN HAS:
One of Jim's old coats was the
at 4 o'clock this morning to Mr.
only thing she had to remind her of born
The flnrvt equipped job deartment In New Mexico.
and
Mrs. Martin Burns, Eighth street
New
Service.
Auxiliary
baby.
by
a
It
Associated
reports
and
She
him.
folded
like
Press
Tlie latent
and Mountain road.
They said It was a falling mind.
Mrs. Candelarla Armljo, the mothMany times a day she would
ve get tiik news hkst."
smooth out the rough garment and er of Mrs. Fred Heyn, wife of Under-sheriHeyn, is seriously 111 with
sigh.
Jim Proctor had broken his moth heart trouble.
seven-rooA
er's heart. He worked In a bank.
bric k house Is being
His salary was not large, but enough erected on North High street for W.
o care for his mother.
His father J. Hyxle, a local blacksmith, by ConOCO(XXXXXXXXDCOCXXXXXXXXXXX3
died when Jim was young.
tractor C. C. Stevens.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
One night Jim did not come home
Ingalls.
attorney
Ellsworth
of
the
to supper.
ertti
His mother worried her- Indian claims department,
self sick. The next day she read it here this morning from a trip returned
through
Can a person be Influenced to commit suicide by a word spoken at the In the papers.
219 South 2nd Strut
Market letters received by F. J.
Tbe bank had been the southern portion of the territory.
physlcologlcal moment?
sbssssbbssssssbbsssssssssWHbbsssssVMbbI
Oraf & Co.. brokers, room 37 Barnett
of $15.000 Jim had fallen.
robbed
W.
Shelton,
F.
City,
Galvanized Cornices, IS kr
Kansas
and building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
That Is the question to be decided In the trial of Fred H. Maglll, charged
Jim was sentenced to 10 years In S. W. Worthy, ofof Chicago,
Real
Estate
and Loans
are
who
their own private wires.
prison.
with murder.
Interested
Developin
Bluewater
the
Lights, Stock
Mrs. Proctor had taken In sewing. ment company, arrived here today on
Agent for
Mm. Mna-ll-l
committed suicide nd It Is alleged that her husband by
New York Stocks,
work ruined her eyesight; she the limited.
tits words spoken at a time when the woman was suffering from meloncholla, Night
)ctober cotton
79
and Storage
was
Ill
Infirmary,
sent
to
Travelers'
the
blind.
Insurance
Co.,
caused her to take her own life.
122
Frank Bartlett, connected with the American Sugar
would be out of prison In a
i rttord. Conn
90
The case promises to be one as deeply Interesting In a morbid way a fewJimweeks. His mother had kept Ranch Supply company of Madgn-len- Amalgamated Copper
Tanks,
Hot
118
N. M-- arrived In the city thU American Smelters
the Thaw trial, the Loving trial of Kentucky or the Haywood trial now on In track of the time.
Life and Accident,
94
Air Furnaces,
Atchison
Idaho.
She waited for the attendant to morning. He left thl aflerno:i for Anaconda
68
The
Company
And It brings before the public forcibly, the subject of suicides In general come, hoping she would bring a let- Los Angeles.
99
Baltimore and Ohio
Tin Roofing,
ter. The woman came In a bad hu
J. S. Salar.ar and family have mov- Brooklyn
Writing
InsurAccident
and the suicide germ in particular.
69
Rapid
Transit
boy's
mor.
Mrs.
ed
held
from their ranch in Valencia counProctor
her
While the Maglll case will be Interesting as a mere murder trial, the coat in
175
anadlan Pacific
Guttering, etc.
ance in the World.
ty to their new home in this city, on
her arms.
greater Interest by far, will be' the testimony to show that suicide Is a mania
33
olorado Fuel
'Here, you old fool,' 'growled the Sixth street and Iron avenue, recently Erie
UOCX3CKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOO
23
com
and that suicide can be prevented or encouraged by the mere use of word.
General
woman; "what are you always
completed by Contractor U. J. Mace.
Jobbing
114
ouisvllle and Nashville
.Those at all familiar with police work In the larger cities of the counthat thing for?"
O. J. McConnell, a mining man of
76
Pacific
try know that suicide Is Increasing at a rapid rate.
Why, that s my Jim s coat," an Oolden, N. M.. was In the city today Missouri
,
21
Mexican Central
swered Mrs. Proctor.
Tike for Instance the police reporter of the larger papers.
transacting business. He
that New York Central
112
time you gave that up," said considerable activity exists stales
'It's
The average police reporter on a metropolitan dally looks upon suicide
at
the
San
61
National
Lead
woman, grabbing the coat out jf Pedro and the Santa Fe copper mines Pennsylvania
123
m a part of a day's routine. Suicide Is more common than murder. ' It the
The lining In that vicinity.
the old woman's lap.
Saddle horses a unprlnltv. Poart
13 6 V
Pacific
Is the most common form of taking human life among human beings.
northern
bulged.
woman
The
looked
closer.
Heading
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com
The work of excavating for the
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
haa reached a stage where It Is attracting considerable attention gave a rip, and a roll of bills fell
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new
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at the hands of students of men and things.
at her feet.
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Broadway and Arno street was Southern Pacific
suicide Is
As told In a newspaper,
Suicide also goes In epidemics.
'So!
That s why you wanted to south
BAMBROOK
BROS.
135
BAR
started today. The Conrny grocery St. Paul
The police reporter, clever as he keep the rag. It is? Cheating the store
usually stripped of some of hs horrors.
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will occupy the ground floor of I'nlon Pacific
690.
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must be at portraying In words, can not picture the victim of
S. S
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109 South First St. 'Phone 1036
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officials
decided the 1110
16
Shannon
other poison or thep lunge from the third story of a building to death.
saved" by the old woman should be West Snnta Fe avenue, broke his arm
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and Arizona
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
But the average police reporter after a few years In the mill learns to put to the credit of the infirmary Wednesday as the result of being Calumet
ld Dominion
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thrown out of a cart in which he Copper
know that half of the poor devils who practice self destruction do not do so fund.
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reduced
Mrs. Proctor sat alone In her room
because of physical suffering or physical want.
8 2
Nor a .MUUe
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It Is safe to say that nine out of ten end their lives because of mental that night. The money she had sav the fracture.
Butte Coal
The base ball game which is ad- Sa ita Fe Copper
ed to care for her son until he found
3 Vi
".r nation or derangement.
had been taken from her. Shs vertised on the dodgers to beeln at
French Bakery Co. 202 E. R.R.Ave.
It is the germ work
There Is and there exists a' well defined suicide germ.
that it would be hard for him 3:30 o'clock tomorrow, will not begin
Summary of Conditions.
which once entering he weakened mind, Intrudes Itself upon the thoughts knew
to get work. She would go to the until 4 o'clock so as to allow a greatNew York. July 26. American
until a temporary abbcratlon ensues and suicide follows.
er number of persons to attend. The
mayor and beg the money back.
In London firm, Yt to
above
This Is dealing with suicide In cold facts, bereft of all the misery, sickFor the first time she thought per Sunday game will commence at 3:30 stocks
parity.
ness, poverty, sin, shame and crime that generally are Interwoven In most haps Jim might not come. She cried as advertised.
London settlement begins on Mon
herself to sleep.
cases.
George T. Clould, a well known day.
A letter came next morning. She newspaper man. who has been ranch
In nine cases out of ten, where self destruction results, suicide could
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The Salvation Army has opened a suicide bureau In nearly all of the
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that W. F. Doherty, formerly of this
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suicides have the superintendent's voice.
large cities. The results have been astounding.
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The average suicide first becomes a slave to his own fears often withered
Troctor, former convict, kill is driving a Dig tunnel at Ureat Bend. 14.07 per cent.
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That a cross word, a depressing atmosphere and a sense of helplessness
The mother shrieked and swooned. Judge Craig this morning. Johnson exceeds all records for the time of
yea r.
can and often do result in self destruction, is a fact too well known to the The superintendent caught her and denied the charge and the case w
reports I13.290.40U
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average member of a police department and to the average police reporter, carried her to a chair. Then he left. continued until 5 o'clock this after
Mrs. Proctor arose and stood, sway noon when witnesses can be sumfours still outstanding.
to be successfully contradicted.
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Kansas Sweet Corn
Native Green Corn
Green Chili

CORN

GREEN

G

ARRIVES MANY

Fine

Green Beans
Wax Beans
Pole Beans

"I was raised rlht here In Xew
and 1 am not a little sur
prised that you wish to interview
me, remarked an ear of green corn
in a local provision market today.
"I thought a prophet was never ap
preciated, in nis own country, out
perhaps you don't consider me a

Plums
Oranges
"

Strawberries

Cantaloupes
Watermelons, etc.
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FILE ARTICLES
OF
Santa Fe, X. M., July 26. The following articles of Incorporation have
been tiled In the office of Territorial
Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Estancia Savings bank. Principal
place of business at Kstancla, Torrance county. Territorial agent, C.
H. Hlttson, at Estancla.
Capital
stock, $15,000, divided Into one hundred and fifty shares of the par value
of $100 each. Object, general banking business. Period of existence,
fifty years. Incorporators, C. H. Hlttson, S. A. Goldsmith, O. L. Zook,
James Walker, F. U. Romero. W. C.
Asher. It. J. Xlsbett, Angus MoGIlli-vraand A. J. Green, all of Kstancla; W. J. HitUon and Mrs. C. H.
Hlttson, of Tucumcarl, and Mrs. K.
,
G. Boyd, of Chicago.
Principal
C. H. Stearns company.
place of business at Santa Rosa, Gua
dalupe county. Territorial agent, C.
H. Stearns. Capital stock. $30,000,
divided Into three hundred shares of
the par value of $100 each, commencing business with $20,000.
Object,
general .mercantile business. Period
of existence, fifty years.
Incorporators, C. H. Stearns, M. M. Stearns, J.
W. Wood, Crescenclano Gallegos, and
Felipe Sanchez y Baca, all of Santa
Itoea.
y,

.

WILL HAVE
AMUSEMENT PARK

Raton, X. M., July 26. Monday,
September 2. Ldibor day, .will witness
the opening of a pleasure and amusement resort on the Cook ranch, to be
known as Elk's park, one mile southeast of Raton, which is destined, the
promoters clmlm, to become a popular place to enjoy an outing or to
spend the day or evening.
There are sixty acres of land in the
tract secured, which Is heavily woou-ed- .
It Is tbe Intention of the man
agement to begin at once to prepare
for the opening and with that end in
view, benches and seats will be con
structed, a baseball diamond laid out,
a
mile race track cond
structed, a
Installed,
and other attractions will be arranged to amuse the public. A handsome
archway will be built at the entrance
and everything added to make It an
ideal pleasure resort. Another fea
ture will be a dancing pavllllon 35
by 75 feet, construction of which will
begin at once.
one-quart- er

merry-go-roun-

OFFICIAL MATTERS

AHOiT

HOUSE

Lot 12, block 5, X. T. Armljo addition. Xo. 2 has been sold by Anna
Zlrnut to t'elia Markowitz for $425
Sale recorded yesterday.
The sale of lot , block 7, Lewis
and Simonds addition was recorded
toilay as sold by John W. Askew and
wife to Annie Stokes et als.
Avellna Garcia de Gonzales has sold
to Redolfo Gonzales a tract of land
at Corrales. Transfer recorded lo
day.
A suit was filed today In the district
court In the matter of the last will
of Sarah Ellen Dye, deceased, Isiah
A. lye. executor, appellee vs. Ora
Rutler Meece, appellant. O. X. Mar
ron H the attorney for the plaintiff
and Nell H. new ror the defendant.
--

TIE

PLANT

Telephone connection with the new
Santa Fe tie treating plant south of
the stock yards, was opened today
when the line which the Colorado
Telephone company has been string
lng south from the new yards to the
tie plant was cut In at the local of
fice.

"That gives the Santa Fe and local
business offices telephone connections
wtth all of the Santa Fe offices anJ
plants from here to Iclela." said Man
ager A. U. Graham, of the telephone
company today.
A toll line from Albuiiuercjue to
Pajarita, west of this city, the plan
of which has Just been completed
will be constructed soon.

STREET IS
.

IMPROVED

- street, which Is at present
full of holes and minature hlils, Is to
bemade a straight and level
thoroughfare like Walter and Arno
streets, It's near neighbors.
This morning a crew of seven men
was put to work by the city in cutting away considerable gravel from
the sand hills each of High street and
hauling the material to the street,
making a level road from Central
south to the city limits.
A new cement sidewalk has been
placed on High street lately and a
pedestrian, to step .from the street
to the sidewalk. Is compelled to use a
ladder, the street is so fur below tho
sidewalks.
Several hundred yards of sand and
gravel from the hills each of High
street have been placed In the manv
mud holes on South First and Second
streets during the last few days by
Street Commissioner Tierney, whose
"
duties are legion of late.
High-

e,

barrl-catfls-

BUILD

woxt work rvnii
iiii.i
Searching is bung kept isupForxn
in the

J. E. Ellendorf, a son of the well
civil engineer of Ellendorf,
X. M., who has been In the city for
several days, left this morning on
No. a for Ellendorf with a party of
local carpenters, who will assist in
building the town of Ellendorf.
"Ellendorf Is situated about eight

known

miles north of San Marclal," said
Mr. Ellendorf, "and a large number
of sturdy farmers from Pennsylvania.
Iowa, and other agricultural states
are settling in the town and immediate vicinity. The town has been
laid - out and cleared away and tho
work of constructing
the various
buildings will start immediately."
Among the local carpenters who
acenhrpanled Mr. Ellendorf
his
to
town are:
John .Archer, John
Hutffees. and G. L. Chamberlain.

AIrTSIET
FOR

FAST DRIVING

Jose Montoya, a native, employed
on a cattle ranch north of old town,
was arrested at 10 a. m. this morning
at First and Central avenue by
Frank Quier. for reckless riding on South Broadway.
This morning. Quier and a friend
were driving north
on
Broadway
when Montoya, riding a buckskin
swung
norse
on to Broadway from
Marquette and started towards Cen
tral avenue
In
cowboy fashion,
swinging to and fro In the saddle.
As he passed Gold
avenue he
brushed against a buggy, In which
several women were seated, frighten
ing their horse ,but fortunately It
was stopped Dy a pedestrian.
After reaching
avenue,
Central
Montoya rode to the corner of First
street at a trot. When placed under arrest by officer Quier, he said
that he was looking for a number
of horses which had gotten away,
but as no derelict animals were in
sight, or had been seen, Montoya"
story was not given any credence.
He gave $10 bond for his appearance In poilce court at 5 o'clock this
afternoon.
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Xotice is hereby given that the
partnership between V. il. Perry and
John H. ttllphant under the firm
name of Oliphant
lias
and
been terminated by agreement. That
C.
G.
agreement
under said
said
Perry has full charge or mid bullies and said John H. Oliphant has
no authority to purchase goods, collect accounts or transact any other
business.
o
You can save money, even on a
small salary, if you buy your llvlnt?
from J. F, Palmer, First and
y

Las Vegas. X. M., July 26. T. F.
Cox, a member of the national guard
from Silver City, was arrested and
placed in the city Jail hist night by
three militiamen on a charge of at-

tempting to kill the camp cook with
Cox !iad been on leave
and had imbibed considerable liquor
nne in tne city. On his return to
the camp he assaulted the cook with
a bayonet and It required the effort
of three of the militiamen to overcome him.
The cook Is not a member of the
guard and It Is supposed thai Cox
took a drunken dislike to him on
that account. Immediately after ho
returned to the camp. Cox grabbed
his gun and started for the cook,
who scrambled out of the way but
was speedily cornered and In another
minute would have been badly hurt.
Cox will be returned to Silver City
tomorrow and a court martial held
on bis case thers.
a bayonet.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

DUE

j
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Reliable

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
- J

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprictof
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
Tb telephone makes the
duties
the cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOU KELM A

Tbe

preserves

telephone

four health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects joor bnua

TELEPIIOXE IX TOUR HOME
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The Leading Stationer.

a

Santa Fe Restaurant

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HAWLEY

Consult

Where to Dtne Well

1

On tho Corner

l330OtK)X000OtX3i

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Crowns
$6
Painless Extracting.. . 50c

$8

ALL WORK AnsOLUTFLY
ANTEED.

GUAR-

FLY"

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- s
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

SUPERIOR
MILL
PINIlG
SEE OUR NEW
BRICK BUILDING

l0O000O00000O0l
IUS. COPP and PETTIT.
ROOM 13. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
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Beauty Parlors
Ft l

Hair Dreisln

I

Miauit

Electroloslt
Manlcnriai
Children's Hair Cutllui ,

aShimpoelnf

SCHOOL

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
fefc
JS$,
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

120 South Fourth St.
H

C
C

109-11-

manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Tour patronage Is respectfully solicited.
We

The marriage of Miss Ade Reaver
teacher in the Albuquerque Indian school, and Flemming Lavender, Instructor In the harness-makin- g
department of the sch ol. will take
place at 5 o'clock this evening at the
home of the superintendent on the
school campus.
The ceremony will
be performed by Rev. Hugh A. C toper ,of the Presbyterlun church. Roth
of the young people are
Indians, Miss Beaver beirg a Shawnee
and Mr. Lavender an Apache; both
are accomplished musicians and highly respected at the school.
The wedding was to have been
kept a secret, but the news leaked
out and their friends and the students of the school are preparing to
give the young couple a routing reception. Following the ceremony a
wedding supper will be given in honor of the bride and groom by the
students and employes of the school,
after which they will leave on train
No. 8 for Denver on their honeymoon. Roth will return to their work
at the school this fall.
a

Mr. and Mrs.

3

James Slaughter,

Proprietors
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When in Silvr City Patronize

Mrs.
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Van

and September

Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and Knit

. $35
Return
San Francisco and Return $45

Wt

j

The Albuquerque

Hatters

::::::

Return Limit Nov. 30

with

Win, Wallace McClellan
Illsbee, Ariz.. July 2. Falling six
feet out of a cherry tree at his home
In Italy, Lawreivce Carretto sustained Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
Injuries which resulted In his death
ALBUQUrRQUr, M. M.
seven days later, July . This was
the Information
received by the
Notary Public
bereaved family of the (Weaned In
a letter which reached Blubee last Collections mads at Korber Building 124
night.
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. n.
Mr. Carretto, who left here with a
party of companion several weeks
and 2 ta 4 p. m.
asro. had been in his native town of
Sale Casteineuvo Canavue for a short Residence
723 M. Fourth St.
time visiting; relatives.
The letter
states that he was in a small cherry
tree when he was precipitated to the
ground only six feet lielow him and )OtK3wOttOwO00OwOaOwOwO
w as fatally
injured. The exact na-- !
ture of his Injuries wers not mentioned. Funeral services were held in
'
Italy shortly after his death.
Mr. Carretto was at the time of his
death 2H years of age and was universally liked and respected by those
who knew him. Reside his mother,
Hats Cleaned and Iilocked In
who resides in Blabee, he leaves four
brothers here, and a lter, Mrs.
any Style Panamas a Spein Utah, to mourn his demise.
Clothing
cialty
steam
ExCleaned and Pressed.
FOR SALE
Special Low Rates
press Orders Attended
to
To Chicago, St. Iui and Kansas
Promptly.
City. One way or round trip tickets
furnished In any part of the United
States. Low rates to California. See
us H 4 V buv.
&.
.MOOKKS TICKKr OFIKK
113 I't'iiiml Ale,
Phone M0.
Member American Ticket liroker'
Ak elation.

; ;

June, July, August

HcOSE

Clothe your family on $i.oo
per week
mlm
Central

MAN KILLED III ITALY

'

day and Saturday during

E. M AH ARAM

BISBEE BUSINESS

Tel. 480

Every Tuesday, Thurs-

Your Credit is Good

x

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Excursions

Riper's

BOARDING

1

California

Next Elks' Opera House

Of-lii- er

neighborhood of L,os Cerrillos for one
of the two Italiun boys, who wandered away from their home nt Madrid
Monday, according to W. H. Hahn, a
local coal man, who is interested n
a coal mine In lhat vicinity..
"As a result of the excitement
caused by the disappearance of the
two boys Monday," said Mr. Hahn,
"the mines have shut down because
the miners, drivers and employes refuse to return to work until the lost
boy Is found.
"The boy found Tuesday night near
Los Cerrillos, said that he became
tired, and his companion refusing to
wait till he rested, left him alone on
the mesa. The employes of the Santa Fe railroad have been asked to
keep a lookout for the missing boy.
The story that the youngest boy, the
one now misMing is dead, is not believed at Los Cerrillos."
ATTEMPTED TC KILL
IIKAI
LKTTICK.
rAimAur:.
rivKsrn.Mtii.
COOK WITH BAYONET
Kin i
HKANS C.ltKKX AXI WAX.
ONIONS.
SH.
KOI
IIDKTS.

Eastman Kodaks
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

ELLENOORF

25c.

en, 30c.

MAX
WAXTKP YOCXQ
FOR
VAXX
SODA IXJINTAIN.
DRUG
CO.

TEACHERS TO WED

NATIVE

PRESCRIPTIONS

Polishes and dressings for black!,
tan, brown, white, pliiK, blue ami
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store,
S14 West Central avenue.

NEW

TOWNJF

h,

Meat.
Beef, g to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c;
veal. 15 to J0c; mutton. 10 to 20c;
spring lamb, $1.50 (whole); ham, 17
to 25c; sausage,
hanvburger
15c;
(French or plain), 15c; spring chick-

"According to the reports of traveling salesmen who have visited the
different sections of the territory re
cently, there Is a widespread Intel o:
manifested in the big fair," said Man
ager Hubbs- - today. "Traveling men
say that they have never seen such
enthusiasm about any territorial fair
or previous years and that the outlook for a large attendance Is more
than promising.
"In the small towns and ooun'iy
districts there Is much fa'r talk.
Judging
by. the Interest taktn, it
would seem that all the youna neonle
of the territory are saving up their
money to come to this city next fall
and have a good time. In most of
these small towns the people have
not much opportunity
to
spend
money for amusements and when they
go away from home they are nreoar- ed to let loose.
Illg Attendance Sure,
"There Is every reason to believe
that the fair will have a 'arger at
tendance than any previous fair, for
the country is In a prosperous condition and there Is no other rreat
attraction to compete wlih the Albuquerque fair. Moreover tl" event Is
receiving unusually wide advertising
mis .year. The odsit ?iir, which
will start out from
August
5
on a grand ailveruj'i.f tour undr
:.
management
the
jf
J. Webster,
will be equipped a n- previous advertising car has been and will visit
many more places.
"The fair officials are deluged with
correspondence relative to the exhibits and attractions, and gradually
the whole scheme of the fair Is assuming definite shape. Field sports
and athletics will occupy a prominent
place in the program of the fair. A
great deal of local Interest is awakening In this deiartment and it Is almost assured that the soldiers who
will be here from Fort Wlngate, will
enter heartily Into the various athletic contests. A feature of the athletic attractions will be a big tug
of war. It is planned to have a series
of contests of this kind. If different
nationalities or different trades can
be Interested In the tug of war, and
will strive for the supremacy In thes-- ;
events, a wide Interest will be attached to the contests.
"Xothlng definite is yet known as
to what speakers can be secured to
take part in the historical department
of the fair, but no fear Is felt In this
regard. The fact that the historical
exhibit is to be one of the main features of the fair will attract person
of prominence.
The archbishop at
Santa Fe recently assured Secretary
Stamm of his willingness to assist in
making the historical department a
success, though he could not promise
to be present himself on account of
his 111 health.
INDIAN

WILL

DECORATED

FTT.Ir

d

The number of applications for divorce for the last twenty years in
Bernalillo county is far ahead of that
of any other county In the territory
according to records at the court
house. Roy 15. Seltz, the special
agent of the United States census department, who will have completed
the searching of the records at the
county court house in a few days. Is
not authorized to give out any statement for publication on this matter,
but the results of his Investigations
necessarily can not be kept secret.
While the exact number of applications for divorce may not be
learned, the figure Is very close to
600. Moreover actions for divorce
are on the Increase In this county.
Among the native population, especially, the desire for separation
Is
spreading, tif late the divorce suits
filed In the district court have been
many, averaging several a month. A
large proportion of these suits are
brought on the charge of desertion
or abandonment.
The report being made by Mr.
Seltz includes the mere filing of applications for divorce and the causes
and grounds for the suits. It does
not take Into account
the actual
number brought up for trial. A considerable number of the cases filed
are settled out of court and do not
come to trial. Reconciliations
are
common.
Many of the applications have been
filed by parties who evidently came
here for the purpose of being divorced, as they show only the requisite time necessary to obtain legal
residence in the territory.

BEING

WE

but I never lived before," "May all
your troubles be little ones," "Mr.
and Mrs. Newly-weon their western
wedding tour," "We don't know
where we're going, but We're on our
way," "We are newly wedded and
green, but we can't help It," "O. my,
such Is married life," and a number
of other similar placards, made more
attractive by two pair of shoes and
other articles on two trunks at the
Santa Fe depot today.
"'Wonder what It means," remarked
a newsboy to Harry Fouls, ticket
agent.
"Oh, two lovely souls got spliced,
that's all." answered Fouts.
A closer examination of the trunks
showed that the owners evidently
hailed from Xewton. Kan., and the
report of the baggage master showed
that the trunks and their owners
came in on Xo, 9 last night.
"I've seen many trunks belonging
to newly wedded couples at the local
depot." said General Agent Purdy this
morning, "tout these two take the
prize."
Up to 4 p. m. the owners, "the
Xewlyweds" had not called for their
property.

INTEREST

--

it

TELEPHONE LINE TO
NEW

prophet.
In any event 1 have no
complaint to make of my reception
nere.
'We would have been on the mar
ket much earlier, but the cold aprlng
caused us to get a late start. The
last week has been Ideal corn weather. It has been warm, and there has
been plenty of rain. If this keeps
up there will be plenty of Rood corn
of excellent quality on the market.
vine price or green corn Is shock
ingly high I must admit, but what
can you expect. It la the early bird
that gets the worm and it Is the early
corn that commands
fancy prices.
This is almost a law of nature. Besides this Is not a corn country, or
at least It has never been so considered.
"Excuse me If I do not speak very
plainly today, but my voice is rather
husky. Really. I would much nrefer
that you do the talking for listening
Is my strong fort.
That Is why I
m all ear. Hut speaking of listen
ing, 1 hear some wlerd tales occasionally. A man came In here this
morning and asked:
Why Is corn resDected so hiehlv
In the army?'
Give it up," said another man.
" 'Because
it is composed of ker
nels,' was the answer.
"Personally, I considered that gag
rather rank, but I didn't say anything, having learned the lesson never
to butt In on matters of slight Im
portance.
"There Is one fine thing about being raised In this territory; w run,
no risk of belnK canned or tinned.
as the English say. I would not r'el- isn to be canned. If I must be eaten
I prefer to come to my fate suddenly
without being compelled to exist In
a crowded tin can for goodness knovi
how long.
Just put me Into boiling
water and take me out and then put
butter, pepper and salt on me and
eat me, that is the most humane
method of disposing of corn. It must
be horrible to be sealed In a can
with a dash of boric acid to keep oi.e
looking fresh, yet that is the fate oi'
a great majority of my Iowa, Kansas
and Nebraska cousins.
"My cousins in the 'show me' state
not only go to the cannery, but even
their cobs are subjected to humiliation and manufactured Into Missouri
meerschaum pipes. It is surprising
tne numuer of things made from
corn. Syrup and glucose are manufactured from the stalks, starch.
whiskey and various kinds of meal
from the kernels and the refuse: Is
used as a fertilizer.
Even patent
breakfast foods such as corn flakes
and various other kindred products
are manufactured extensively of corn.
Yet If I am to judge by the remarks
I hear, corn is most popular with the
public when It is green and on the
coo.
The provision market this week has
changed but little from last week and
the prices In most Instances remain
the same. Green corn is the novelty
oi tne week and It Is the native grown
product. California fruits are here
In large quantities and are of fine
luality. The prices are the following:
Viw tables.
oreen corn, tuc a doz.; summer
squash, 10c; wax beans, 10c: pota
toes, 7 lbs for 25c; cucumbers, 5c and
up; tomatoes, 15c; peas, 5c; cabbage,
5; green chill, 2Uc; onions, 2 bunches,
6c; dry onions, 6c; rhubarb, 7 Vic;
chill peppers, 20c; cauliflower, 10c;
green
Deets, carrots,
turnips,
5c;
beans, 10c; watermelon, 2 Vic; eanle-loup3 fur 25c and up.
,
tVult.
Green gages. 15c; oranges, 30c and
up; bananas, 40c; pineapples, 20c and
up; strawlbernies, 2 boxes, 35c; blackberries, 15c; grape fruit, 10c and up;
17, He;
lemons, 35c; apricots,
red
plums, 15c; raspberries,
15c;
blue
plums, 15c; peaches, 15c; pears, 15c.
Fisli.
Sea bass, 15c; salmon. 25c;
cuda, 15c;
20c; black bass,

TRUNK

'Two hearts beat as one," "Gee,

Supply of Vegetables Statistics Show Remarkable Manager Hubbs Looks For
o
List of Suits In
a Record Breaking AtReady For Saturday
County.
Buyers
tendance This Fall.

Mexico

Peaches

RATON

IS "NEWLVWEDS"

Ber-nallll-

Tomatoes

A

FAIR

pAca rtrm.

WELL

20 JARS

Summer Squash

5
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FILED III PAST

ALBUQUERQU E

Bell Peppers

Bananas

CASES

DIVORCE

EVENING

Get

Full Particulars

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Check iag Account

Lo-g"a- n,

Corner

3rd St. Gold Ave.

30OOO0OCO0CO)OJl

W. J. PATTERSON
Livery and Boarding Stables
311-31- 3

Telephone 57.
West Silver Aveune.
ALHUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Hank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Bank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facili:ia t I ; t. arge and small

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Citizen Want Ads for Results

PACE

ALBUQUEKQPD
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HAS QRQGRANDE HAS PREPARING

ASSASSIN

FUR AN

rratnr, txr 2, mr.

CITIZEN.

EVENTNG

IN

INQUEST

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

BACKACHE.

MARKED TEN

PUBLICITY

TOMS

FEVER

CEMETERY AT

TRAFFIC ON

MIDNIGHT

CUT-O- FF

Revolutionist Society In New Right Start Made at Last In Santa Fe Rebuilding Yards at Woman's Body Exhumed For
Purpose of Holding
Mulvane and Other
Rich Mining
York Has Killed
Investigation.
Points.
Camp.
Number One.
New York. July 26.

Repeated

ef-

forts were made yesterday to Induce
the ejwtwln "f H. S. TavaahanJInn,
the millionaire rua; dealer, who was
on day afterehot In I'nlon Siurr
noon, to name the men who are believed to be at the head of the
1

ae-cr- et

society which ordefd the assassination.
Although the prisoner Insisted that
he alorre wns responsible for the
crime, It is known that the police exArmepect to arrest a prominent
The arrest may be delayed
nian.
a few days, so that the police here
with the authorities
can
Of Chicago, Boston and Providence
in trying to capture all the leaders
of the great society.
Ton

Mut

Ilc

Orogrand- -. X. M.. July 28. The
Jarllla Mining club though only In Its
Infancy and as yet not perfectly organized, has started In .to boost the
district. The formation of the club
and Us purposes as expressed In the
constitution and bylaws has done
much to Impress the outside world
that they are a bunch of hustlers and
Intend to see that they uie properly
recognized.
The Moivte Carlo company Is to
sink the deepest hole yet designed for
the north end of the district. The
shaft, which will be at least four
by eight feet in the rlmr, Is to go
down to a depth of BOO feet to develop the ore exposed In the openings
made on the surface. These openings show ore of great richness
snvs, it is said, running $100 a ton.
Working In .Minos.
A short time ago K.
D. Baker,
Frank Dawson and T. K. Hubey se
cured a bond and lease of the Shamrock mine and put some men to work
cleaning out the main vertical shaft,
which was down to a depth or 25
feet. The shaft at this point is In
ore of good quality which comes
mostly in sulphide, with some car
bonate and assays 6 H ox copper and
$6 of gold.
operated by the
The
Southwest Smelting & Ileflntng Co.,
is making good headway. The shaft
Is down to a depth of 90 teet at
which point some drirts nave Deen
driven about 60 feet In different directions out Into the ore which Is a
sulphide In character. The vein Is at
least 25 feet in wldtn, no loot wan
having yet been encountered, and
the ore assays from 6 percent to 10
percent copper and is gold per ton.

uted $10,000 each to a demand made
on them in the name of the "hunt-chakTavshanJIan was the first to die because he had used his Influence to
keep the other merchants threatened
from contributing.
Five wealthy Armenians have given Information to the district attorney regarding the blackmailing letters sent out by the organization
TavshanJIan
which had' threatened
with death unless he made liberal
contributions.
Merchants and Police.
All of the leading Armenian merchants In the city held a meeting yesterday and agreed to aid the police
in reaching the headquarters of the
blackmailing gang, but so great Is
the fear among the merchants thait
they begged that their names be
not mentioned In connection with the
case.
Samples of the blackmailing let
ters have bepn turned over to the
authorities. These are marked by a
roughly drawn figure of a woman in
chains, with a dagger struck through
her wrists. The Armenians declare
that the leader of the blackmailers In
this country Is living In luxury in
Providence, but that his wealth Is
nothing compared with that of the
real leader of ithe blackmailing and
murder schemes, who l said to
travel about and have no settled res
idence in this country.
IkrebroTfllJ
."

OIL ON SELF

POURED

AND THEN IGNITED IT

26.
Tucson, Ariz.,
From
July
Naco a telegram was received this
morning stating that a woman who
was thought to be Mrs. Homer Lu
Bola of Tucson, had committed suicide.
The woman was going under
the name of Martina Kstaranoza, but
was believed in Naco to be named
Du Bols.
Because she was despondent and
believed that she had lost the love
of the man whom Bhe regarded tenderly the woman poured kerosene on
her clothing and, striking a match,
REGAINS SENSES
fgnlted the saturated cloth. The horrible pain Inflicted by the flames was
evidently too much for her to bear,
AFTER KILLING TWO for she ran screaming
from the
house, trying to get aid In putting
out the Humes.
New York, July 2t. Almost at
victim
his
second
moment
that
the
breathed his last, Frank H. Warner TWENTY CHINAMEN
last night awoke to consciousness
and a realisation of his tragic acts
of yesterday.
JAILED AT TUCSON
Warner, formerly
a prosperous
hatter, ahot and killed Esther C.
Norling, who once had been his
bookkeeper, and after a wild flight
Tucson. Ariz., July 26. With twenfrom the police fired a bullet Into the ty Bqueallng, chattering Chinese, each
friends,
intimate
John one packing all of his earthly possesback of his
C. Wilson, a weahhy hatter.
sions on his back, United States MarWilson died at St. Vincent hospital shal Daniels ascended the court house
news
of his steps In Tucson, having Just left a
last night and as the
reached Bellevue hospital, 'ibus which met him and his prisondeath
where Warner la a prisoner, the lat- ers when they arrived from Nogales.
ter regained his senses. Warner was
Old and young, all bending uudur
knocked down and badly Injured by heavy bundles of clothing, the caphe tives trotted along at the heels of tha
the crowd that captured him and
had since been In a comatose (it ate. marshal and were finally placed unPolice Commissioner Bingham to- der lock and key In the county Jail.
day suspended three policemen who
The men who were taken to Tucfailed to arrest Warner after he had son under guard were arrested in
killed Miss Norling.
Nogales and Naco by the Immigration authorities for endeavoring ti
Laxative Cough enter Arizona illegally. The authoriUse Kennedy's
Syrup.
Contains no opiates.
ties have been picking them up one
it
drives the cold out of the system by by one In the two cities and In the
ftently moving the bowels. Contains nearby country, for the past week or
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as two, and holding them In custody un
good as maple syrup. Children like til Marshal Daniels could appear on
It. Sold by J. II. O'RIelly & Co.
the scene and take them In charge.
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"SMART"

YOUR

LADY

Al

Aspen, Colo.. July 26. The body
kidneva ean be
of Mrs. May
iew Taylor, the
wife of John L. Taylor, coal cured but Bright' disease, which always
fighter of Coal follows neglect of them cannot. Go and
miner and
Basin, who was either murdered or get a bottle of Cooper's New Discovery and
committed suicide last Friday at Cooper's Quick Relief and use them faith
that camp, was exhumed in the cemYour backache will disappear beetery here last midnight by Coroner fully.
i corrected
Saunders, who held an inquest in the cause yourdaykidney trouble
but for good. When your
not for a
graveyard.
there will be
remains kidneys are in "ship-shape- "
An examination of the
was made by Mrs. Guthrie and Jud-kln- s. nothing more to cause it.
and the body was viewed by
Here a a letter from a man who suffered
the members of the coroner's Jury, for years in thia way and took my advice:
County Judge Ro!erts. who repre1 have
been in such bad health for
sented the people and Judge Thomas some year
that I finally had to give up
A. Bucker, who was present for Taywork. 1 auUered trora kidney trouble.
lor, his client.
The Jury returned a verdict that My back was so lore and lame that K
by
a could scarcely get up and down. My
Mrs. Taylor came to her death
gunshot wound In the head and that stomach was also out of order and my
the name of the party who fired the nervous system broken down. I have
revolver Is unknown to the Jury.
been using the Cooper medicines for one
n- onimittnl Verdict.
and actually feci like a new man.
week
This Is a noncommittal verdict, but My food digesta perfectly.
The soreness
the various members of me Jury, to- and
pain
has entirely gone from my back
gether with I'ndertaker Demariat,
my
and
kidneys are in tine shape. The
who prepared the body for burial,
believe Mrs. Taylor killed herself. medicine haa atrengthened me wonderfully
They say that discharging a revolver and I cheerfully give you this testimonial
Taylor's for publication." Mr. P. Leonard, 49
with the muzzle in Mrs.
and School St., Allegheny, Pa.
mouth caused the laceration
tearing of the lips at either side- and
upthat the kicking of the weaponupper
ward tore out her two front
We have beard a number of favorable
Taylor
Mrs.
The fact that
teeth.
comments on the Cooper Dreoarationa
placed the muzzle of the gun In her from
people who- - have purchased these
mouth also explains, the members of from us
the Jury hold, why no powder burns
were found on the tact.
THE J, H, O'RIELLY CO.
Murder Tlioory.
Sheriff Begley. whose wife was a Corner Second Street und Central
hnlf sister of Mrs. Taylor, does not
Avenue.
take uch a charitable view of the
case as did the coroner's Jury. He pltal and has not yet recovered condeclares that Taylor and his wife aid sciousness. He has a larg cut on
not get along together happily and his face and the surgeons say they
that she frequently received rough
has concussion of the brain.
treatment at his hands. Sheriff Beg- - fearAt he
11 o'clock this morning Raines
lev holds that the absence of now
was regarded as critical.
condition
der burns, the lacerated condition of Colonel Hutchlns
and the hospital
Mrs. Taylor s lips and the dislodging surgeons are giving
him every atof her front teeth all indicate- the tention.
person who fired the gun with which
Lieutenant Raines is a clerk In the
the woman was killed stood some
Madre general offices in El
distance from her Rt the time the Sierra
1'aso.
Numerous
was enacted.
tragedy
bruises and black and blue marks
Bring us your Job wont. Prices
were found on Mrs. Taylors body,
and the work will
mute evidences. It Is said, of the the very lowest anywhere.
Business
stormy domestic life the couple led stand inspection
calling
cards a specialty.
and
ARIZONA HEIRESS
Xo IVnr of Mob.
Taylor has been released from Jail
Subscribe for Th Evening Cltisen.
on 1 00 bond, his sureties being A.
B.
Johnson, Robert Johnson
and
LOST HER HUSBAND
,
Jennie Adair. The sensational story
In collection with Taylor's arrest that
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
there was danger of his being lyncn MOTT'S
Denver, Colo., July 26. Sole heir- ed. Is pronounced a rank fake by the
They ovtrrom Weaknrtm, trtin.
ess to the fortune of her father, a authorities.
larliv and oinUstoiiBlliu.-r101
Taylor is stopping with
and banlsti puma nt
wealthy mining man of Phoenix, Ari- his sister here and is walking about
thm." Tr.ey am I.lie Hu rr-zona,
Kthlyn Combs has town like any other person. He in
trlrlf r womanhooit. aitlintr dt
vtflopmenl of orfrtnii and bod. M
appealed to the police to help her slsts his wife killed herself after a
qnin.
known rtmerfy ror women
locate Art Combs, her husband of family quarrel, and his Intimate
thtm. cannot do harm life b
three months.
VI per hoi
romt i,pierutiir1.
believe he is telling the truth
friends
r
i
Combs deserted her In Denver af- Taylor has brought his
lifoTT CHEKIOA T Jo..cifii,0
ter an extended honeymoon, during son to Aspen and the child will be
TOM. 9JU3M BT
ANN m HO
which the couple took a long stage cared for by his aunt.
trip through Colorado, coming In by
Lyons and down by way of Long's
peak. All this In spite of the fact OFFICER HURT WHILE
THE
that she married a man who struck
her father over the head with a
beer bottle, in a dispute between the
SAVING YOUNG LADY
two the elder man was knocked
down and forbid Combs to come to
his house. His daughter said she
The
Camp Mabry, Texas, July 26.
would marry him anyway and did
Standard Railway of Mexico
so, In spite of her father's protest, Lieutenant Charles K. Raines, of El
Paso, personal aid to Colonel Henry
she says.
Traverses the Republic
Art Combs, the groom. Is the son Hutchings, First Texas infantry, is
In a critical condition in the division
of Hiram Combs of Boulder, accordFrom the north to the south
ing to his wife. Mrs. Combs thinks hespltui as a result of Injuries re
and with Its branch lines reachthat her husband has perhaps been celved In an accident at 10 o'clock
es the most Important cities,
drugged In some den of vice in the last night, by being thrown from hi
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
against a telephone pole while
under world and robbed of his mon-jboiZacatecas, Aguascallentes, San
ey. He had 1180 on his person when attempting to
runaway
a
catch
Louis, Potosi, Tamplco, Irapua-the put on his best suit of clothes horse ridden by Miss Hazey Oatman
Guadalajara,
Tuesday morning, kissed her good- o' Leander. Texas, whom he was
bye and started out to meet a friend. accompanying.
Miss Oatman was
The City of Mexico
He had been drinking then, she said. alsr. hurt.
The couple were to go to a theater
In an effort to seize the bridle o
and many other places worth
at night. Combs did not reappear 'he frightened horse ridden by the
seeing.
young
woman.
and yesterday morning Mrs. Combs
Raines
Lieutenant
The Richest Mining, Lumber
went to the police station to- get help. horse forced him to collide with
anil Cattle Producing lionets
telephone pole, tb; owing him forcibly
Mario Accessible, by This
DeWItfs Little Early Risers. Small,
it.
Great System.
sure, safe pills, Sold by J. H.
picked
was
when
He
unconscious
up and curled to the division hos- O'Blelly & Co.

Mulvane, Kan., July 26. In order
to handle the heavy traffic which Is
soon to be run over the Helen cut-othe Atchison, Topeka and S.nr.a Fe
railroad is preparing to Hlter the
tracks and entire system of yards at
Mulvane.
Material Is now arriving for the
Improvements, which will consist of
changing the course of the cutoff
track from Augusta to Mulvane,
which now comes into the town
yards, so it will strike the main line
at a point a half mile north of the
city . The deep reverse curve which
urevents heavy traffic over the line
will be leveled and the track will be
raised, it is the Intention of the
company to elevate the track from
this point to the Junction south of
the yards, where tne urancn wnicn
runs to Wellington and Woodward
Joins the main line.
Tins Is done, it is claimed, in or
der to level the entire track and to
avoid both the grades on the line
from Augusta and the line from Wellington, which Is a severe drawback
to freight traffic.
Mutt RhInc Kntlro fit).
It is said tnat the raising of the
yards In the town will necessitate the
business blocks of the city being
elevated, and much comment i being made In Mulvane over the prospects of the change in the grade of
the streets.
There Is no definite date given by
the officers of the Santa Fe as to
when the road will be in shape for
heavy traffic, but it is generally
that the track all along the
line will admit of this travel by November at the latest. The main line
travel will be greatly relieved when
this change Is made, as the heavy
freight from Kansas City will be diverted at Florence to the Walnut
Valley line to Augusta, when It will
be carried through Mulvane to Wellington, and thence on west to the
main line again, when It will connect with the coast line at Belen N.
M.. thus avoiding the high moun
tains at Baton Pass and the Glorleta
mountains, which have been a severe barrier to fast transit between
the east and the western coast.
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Ccpiioi and surplus, $100,000
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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::

::

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

2nd mad Caid

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

TOURISTS

PUTS PA BACK SI 9,000

"SEASON"
!.

.

II

OF THREE MONTHS
-

.'

,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Can learn of much that Is
intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit the

J

I

i-- wJO--

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of plaos and things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent
MOtnOCK,

Whose Fault Is It?

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "Thafs What!" "It's
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes into your house
comes from this house then you"ll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

Traffic

Manager.

j. c. Mcdonald, Agent.

Genl. Pass.
OF MEXICO, MEXICO.

k.

"

IssHls-

-

a

V

II

'

V7

RIO

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

SlS-m--

Meat Market

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

O000)00
OLD RELIABLE.

La,

ESTABLISHED

1171.

B. PUTNEY

1

1

i

THE WHOLESALE

-

oo.-;;-

GRANDE

Phone S

i

!

to-w-

::

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

1

,...

Ssots Ps gsllwsy Company

The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

t

Soeb'lv Women Who Are lu.ling Newport With C'lilUtf TliU Summer.
M Its. M I VVKS.VNT UMI.
MUS. t . AN ll,i;IUI.I', Jll.
MILS. I'HILII' l.
MIUS. llKXltY S. ltKUMOM).
rOTI A OKA 01
$3,0au
Then there are the monkey din- Newport, K. I., July 24. Gay New - would live In Newport must rent a Mnr.er gowns
gow
4.0m)
by
Mall
' bouse
ns
called,
Groceries, Provisions, Hki
Is
In
"cottage,"
l
s,
Dealers
a
but
performances
it
vauileville
tti:h
,lf.r u t tul "v i ihe .W!l.t
- of its sea- In reallfv it Is u palace and the rent f.venlng and carriage wraps. . l.uuu
Grain and Fuel.
..i;i'iv in.uorted troupes, In the- sun, tne uriinani summer season wneu f,,r ti,at will cost him from ja.nu'i t Anernoon. visiting anil lunch- Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
....
1.500 aters built on the law n for one night.
f.,r three little old hot' em toilettes
.v.
u.. ..
f IK. una
w.c
,ur
and Cigars. Place your orders to
.i
banquet
1. :,...) and the!,Is a
Automobile
costumes
er
this line with us.
,., .v.,
me IilOJil oriliiani social uoum
SUO
ThHI, he who Is h.iImii hi mod. do- - XeaHnees
,h:it f,.llowa
NORTH TH D BT
v
neen on the American continent u ng the thing up brow n, swelling out Morning gowns, shirtwaists and
ana a
uajusoi.
aooui
luncn
l.o'J'l
informal frocks
his chest uml looking important, U
a
Figure
see
such
up
what
time when it is the most costly city in first
and
it
l.Iiuo
seeing to It that hU "dear" w ife Lingerie
recherche blowout as this will cost.
this country In which to live, and Is properly togged out in all the "rich Hats and veils
THIRD STREET
It would tear a mighty hole in 115.
4 DO
when fabulous sums are burnt up in caparisons and trappings gay" which I'.idlng habits, boots, gloves...
000.
ho- amusemenit
$400;
New
alliqiers.
port:
to
ami
at
It
Shoes
and
pleajure-lovlntakes
shine
ty
night
a
And then think of the vast ex
6.". il
2."o
siery.
takes a lot of shine in this blase
t-seeking
millionaires.
Kails, laces, small Jewels
l..rUU Peiue of maintaining a corps of S3
burg.
servants and of conducting a house;50;
handkerchiefs
In her ambition to la a smart New--- - uiove.
AU Kinds ot Freeh and Salt Ms
a night for
A thousand dollars
hold on such a scale!
t
to
compelled
$300
is
550
port
she
woman
Steam Eausage Factory.
00 for cotillon
flowers and mualc,
Is
too
hot
rtnt ii.i tkla weather
500
ti
father back for the following article Cleaners bill
EMIL B.UENWOH7T
bagatelles.
diizyln
mere
J
are
of
such
especially
these
think
for the
favors
Masonlo Building, North TLlrt lua.
vii.,
.IID.OOO
IjIIow,
Total
as
j
us
amounts,
j
sums
whs
the
these.
place,
peraoti
In the first
York's Celebrated
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500.6Mf
S25O,O00.M

IT WEANS HIM

JAP-A-LA-

New

Cashier
CaabJer
Director

BKPotrtmy

Depository for Atcblsoo, Topeka

406 Watt Railroad Avaaaa
Four of

AalUnt

Autborlxed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and ProflU

-

'VMBMT
juiat"..
IS.
Vh WWW

sl

PresldsatJ

President

VIc

o,

GAY NEWPORT

V

NCW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK UcK&H
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDf

Thos. F. Keleher
.

Bollclts

se

CITY

aT

and

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

Mexican Central

Passengar

II

DEPOSITS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 3.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnct, O. S.Cromwell.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

al'.K,.'1,'

SAVINGS

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts- - --Capital, (110,000.00.

3aW

W. D.

-f

ON

With Ample Means and rnrarpasned Facilities).

ft

ON HER CLOTHES ALONE IN SUMMER

t.

A LBUQUCftQUC

ff

--

In the effort to fVvthom the motive
for the murder of TavshanJIan the
district attorney's office learned that
ten
the rug dealer wan only one of who
wealthy Armenians In this city
contribwere to be killed unless they

I can avmpithize with sufferer from
this awful symptom of weak kidneys.
1 hat soreness and
pain in the imall ot
the back tells too
plainly of serious
trouble behind it.
It's not hot water
bottle or plaster
you need.
That
won't cure diseased
kidneys. It may
relieve you for
time it 'a true but
why mask the real
cause and allow the
trouble to (row?
Ml. r. LSOHAHD.
Don't do it. Weak

C ROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

2
X

Carrtea

th. largaat and

0

Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENTJ1L

A

T

nrmTTtrnnT'i- -

.

t

ALBUQUERQUE

GEORGIA HERO

S RELATIVES

HAVE NOT BEEN

LOCATED

EVENING

BEST ulARKSMEN

Territorial

COMPETE FOR

Topics
Fourten applicants

George Miller, Who Remained at Post
to Save Comrades, Will be
Given Monument.

Fu-trel- le

HONORS
Nation Guard Encampment Is
Scene of Excellent
Shooting.
Las Vegas, N. M . July 16. (Special.) The .best shooting of the encampment took place this morning
at the national gu.ird rl tie range, tne
best shots In the various companies
of the New Mexico regiment competing.
1U drills today were also of much
Improved order, though that feature
all through the week has been excellent. The companies will break
camp tomorrow and return to thsir
homes, though the hours of departure have not yet been announced by
Adjutant General Tarkington,
One of the exciting contents of the
week was held yesterday aftorn.'in
when thirty of the best shots In tho
militia entered competition to determine the contestants to be sent to
the national contest in Ohio in the
fall.
Tlio Contestants.
The following were the contestants:
Vlerra, Andrews, McHughes MoC'rlm-monUutterman, Lengensalter. all
of Company F, santa Fe; Ames, Company A, Las Cruces; McCullough,
Company F, Santa Fe; Jenkins,
Troop A, Las Vegas; General Tarkington, headquarters, Santa Fe; Col.
AiUbott, Santa Fe; Wade, Company A,
Las Cruces; Reed, Company F. Santa Fe; Nelson, Koswell; Hyatt, Company A, Las Cruces; Sharp, Troop A,
Las Vegas; Ball, Company D, Silver
City; Dessauer. Company A, Las Cru
ces; O. Lohman Company A, Las Cruces; Baker, Company A, Las Cruces;
Lieut. Smith, Koswell; Sergt. Luner,
Company D, Silver City: Lane, Company , Albuquerque; Major Rankin,
Ids Vegas; Llewellyn, Company A,
Las Cruces; Lieut. Lohman, Koswell;
Major Ruppe,
Albuquerque; Lieut.
corps,
Koswell;
Bussum, signal
Brooks, signal corps. Koswell.
The governor's cup was won by
the Santa Fe team, with Las Vegas
and Las Cruces lighting for second
place.
Sergeant Jenkins of Troop A, made
the high score in yesterday's contest at 200 yards, having made 45
out of a possible 60.
Dress parade at 7 o'clock each
by
evening has been well attended
visitors, and the camp life of the
militia has been carefully observed
by hundreds of civilians during the
week.
Nearly all of the officers attended
the ball given in their honor at the
evening
Commercial club Thursday
by Adjutant General Tarkington and
the affair was greatly enjoyed.

Free Transporta
tion Both Ways
The Tyler Commercial College of
pays the student's
Tyler, Texas,
railroad fare both ways. If upon ar
riving nnd Investigating Its work, he
does not find w to be as advertised
In catalog.
Or, if the student will
hand to them a written statement.
showing wherein they have failed to
comply with the statements made In
their advertising matter, they will
gladly refund every cent of tuition
Write for catalog.
large line of nrass, bronzed and
beds, small refrigerators, carpets, linoleum, window shades, curtain poles, stair pads, mattresses.
stoves and ranges, baby iron beds.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
A

Iron

breaking in
needed

Classified Advertisements!

toop the rang

er examinations at Santa Fe on TuesMost of the
day and Wednesday.
men are guards on the Taos, Feces

s,

"Wlion lio shoved tlio cliurge rlcur into the gun Imrn--I out of harm's
way, lio himself hKmmI in I ho midst or
a Huirliiig mass of tin-- . JJfo had
lieu wlion
foil to tlio floor of the turret."
Boston, Mass., July 2ff. Diligent had fled when his body fell to the
nas railed to disclose the floor of the turret.
"rarcn
Blight trace of friends or relatives
Capt. McCrea, of the Georgia, hag
of George Miller, the
hero paid tribute to the heroism of Milof the battleship Georgia.
ler. His formal statement says that
The unclaimed lody of the Ameri- but for the act of this youth not a
can Rtaman ha:i
Ini.l tt rest 1:1 man in he turret would have been
the little cemetery attached to the left alive, whatever other damage
might have been done.
naval hospital at Chelsea.
That man," he says, "gave his life
A wreath of wild roses Is his only
for others." The captain adds:
monument.
"If the president wants heroism let
What shall be the lasting monu- him
look up this brave man who
ment of this real American hero? stood
by his gun to save the rest."
Will It be of granite or will it be th
Miller was 18 years old, and enmemory and example of his exalted
listed in Hrooklyn last February with
deed ?
that he had no record
And who among us shall write his the Ftatemtoit
epitaph, we who know that he gave and no kin. Now his shipmates say
confided to them that his name
his life to save a half hundred com- he
Benjamin Krelger, and that his
rades who escaped; we who knov was
parents
in Hrooklyn. But they
that instead of loking to himself he have notlived
been found.
pushed a powder charge into the
gun and thus
breech of an eight-Inc- h
a Postmaster's Word for It.
placed It out of harm's way. Had It Mr.Tako
M. F. Hi a. '..an, postmaster at
become Ignited there would have been Cherryvale,
keeps also a stock
a terrific explosion, the powder being of general Ind.,
merchandise and patent
confined, and every man in the turret
says:
He
"Chamberlain's
medicines.
would have been a corpse in a sec- Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem
ond.
edy Is standard here In its .Inc. It
A Hero's Dentil.
falls to give satisfaction and
Comrades are telling the story over never
to be withand over with wet eyes that when we could hardly afford
Miller performed this feat the turret out It." For sale by all druggists.
was swept by a perfect hell of fire
Try a Leggett & Piatt, patented
and gases from the bag of powder
accidentally ignited. Men were strug- steel spring, and you will want no
gling to climb a ladder that promised other: every one guaranteed 10 years;
safety, and others were dropping to no sag, always comfortable. We will
the floor to escape the blasts of fire give you one on 30 days approval,
and suffocating fumes. True to the what more can you ask, and will
highest ideals of courage Miller held take your old spring In part payment,
telephone 376. Sold only by the
to his post.
His was the
Furniture Co., west end viaof the "man behind the gun."
duct.
charge
When he had shoved the
clear Into the gun barrel out of
Subscribe for Tlio Citizen and get
harm's way, he himself stood in the
mklst of a swirling mass of fire. Life the news.

CITIZEN.

and Jemez reserves.
Tobe Lncv, a notorious character
of Solomonvllle. Aril., was arrested
by Deputy Sheriff Leu
near
Scott
that ti luce Wednesday ior horse
stealing. Lacy resisted but the dep
uty was game.

1IKI.P WANTED.
UELP WANTED iFlhax is your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.

PERSONAL 'PROPERTY LOANS.
i

MONEY to LOAN

JifPt W

The construction of the new Meth
"flltndt
WANTED.
On
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs
odist church at Raton was started
Thursday and Is being pushed as WANTED Gunny sacks, all kinds. Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
iviththifoot
rapidly as possible. Tne rrame work
R. W. Fee. 602 South First street. also on SALARIES
AND
WARS
Is already in place and the work of
The flexible sole Red Crosi
A man to take care of. HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low a
WANTED
111
Monday.
siding will be started
and drive, team. Apply Superior and as high as 1 100. Loans ar Shoe is
from
Planing Mill.
quickly made and strictly
private
years after losing
Over twenty-si- x
Car carpenters, car re- Time: One month to on year given he start.
the sight of his right eye In a pre- .WANTED
pairers, laborers, needed at Albu- Goods remain In your possession
mature explosion In the Cincinnati
The burninsr and a
querque shops. Confer with Master Our
mine. Mineral Park district. Mohave
rates are reasonable. Call ana
Mechanic for details.
county, Arizona, Frank Mario w had
caused
by stiff soles and the
see us before borrowing.
the optic removed a few days ago at WANTED First class cook at Allen
THE
HOUSEHOLD
LOAN
CO.
of
pvils
150
thin soles are prePrescott.
hotel. Must furnish reference.
per month. J. M. Allen, Magda-len- a. Steamship tickets to and from a vented
the Red Cross. It
by
parts of the world.
N. M.
The Arizona Copper Queen Mining
company, capital stock $5,000,000 WANTED
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
People who want somesnables
woman
a
to be on her
has filed articles of incorporation
808 H West Railroad Aye.
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's
Feet
for
with a view of beginning extensive
hours
a time with
at
want column. A few lines cost but
PRIVATE OFFICES.
In
minings operations at Mayer,
a few cents but bring returns an
Open Evenings.
:omfort.
Yavapai county. It is said that the
hundred fold.
company has good prospects.
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
SAI.FS.MKN WANTED.
A stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
Notification has Just been received
on Miss C. P. Crane,
612 North
from Washington that 219,840 acres
CARDS shoe
Second street. Millinery at half PROFESSIONAL
of land have been added on the
southwest to the Santa Cotallna na- vTaprice.
absolutely
NTED At once, woman to 3o
tional forest of Arizona. This section
LAWYERS.
housework;
small family, good
which is the Rlncon mountain recomfortable
Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
gion, was officially annexrd on July
Ira M. Bond.
4 23 North Second street.
19.
ATTORNEY
AT
F.Bt.
LAW.
II
)
bookexperienced
WANTED An
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
keeper.
Address In own writing, land patents,
The city authorities at Koswell. N.
copyrights,
caveats
8.
etc.
J.
M., are finding It difficult to secure
stating experience.
men to do the work needed to rid
Urack. manager Rio Grande Lum letter patents, trade marks, claims
company,
city.
clover
and
ber
the streets of "sweet
It. W. D. Dryau.
weeds, which In many places In the
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Alhtmuer.
MKN WASTED.
residence portions of the town line MEN WANTED
every
que,
N. M. Office,
Somewhere
First National
If. St, KtJ Om
the streets next to the sidewalks In
day. If you are looking for a Job Bank building.
Ptunt Ctk BlmUrt
dense masses. Men who understand
's
Evening
put
In
a
want
ad
The
S4.00
handling a scythe are hard to find.
E. W. Dobson.
want column and It will do
rwn
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
the rest.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. 11 )xfords,
UK KENT.
FIND SKELETONS
$3-5- 0
DKNT1ST8.
at
board
with
RENT
Room
FOR
618 East Central avenue
ligh Shoes,
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
RENT Pleasant, well furnlsh- IN GRAVEL PIT FUU
Dental Surgeon.
$4.00
ed front rooms, near business cen
Corner
Rooms 1 and
rates reasonable.
ter:
Him.il KoitAi...
Sixth nnd Railroad. Apply at rear, over O'RIelly's drug store.
Let us fit you,
,
Phonti
Sioux Falls, S. D.. July 26. SkeleTwo nice large pleasant tNQ. 7e. Appointments made by mat
KENT
tons are being found In a gravel pit Foil
rooms, for light house
furnished
DIL C. A. F.LLKR,
from which the Chicago, Milwaukee
keeping or sleeping rooms. En
and St. INiul Railroad company 1s
Hroaaway,
quire
517
South
N.
T.
Armljo
Building.
Phone 89.
obtaining ballast for Its extension
121 Railroad Arena
through western South Dakota from FOR RENT A few nicely furtilshed
Edmund
J. Aurer. It. D. R.
very
rea
rooms, with use of bath,
the Missouri River to the Illairk
No. 106 Railroad avenue.
OfTle.
craige
no
Invalids.
sonable:
Hotel
Hills.
The gravel pit Is situated on
Silver avenue, between First and hours, I a. m to 11:10 p. m.; 1:1
the eastern end of the extension, near
p. m. to I p. m. Both phones. Ap
Second streets.
the town of Oucoma, and but a short
distance from the Missouri river. In FOR RENT Several small cottages. polntments made by mall.
of fifty humnn
the neighborhood
all nicely furnished for housekeepW. M. KHRHlrtAIV Xf n
Hot
ing.
skeletons have thus far been unJ. B. Block, Jemes
iromeopaUilo Physician and Surgeoa
earthed.
Springs, N. M.
Occidental Life Building. Tele
Most of them were found at a
TO
KMPIjOYMENT.
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
depth of from four to eight feet beneath the surfact of the ground, ami EMPLOYMENT If you need work
Lu
R.
MUSI.
Da
The Citizen's want column will rur
all were buried in either a standing
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
nlsh you a quick and ready means
or Hitting posture. The majority of
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgk
of securing it at a minimum exthe skeletons are those of people of
penditure. Put a want ad In The Frequency Electrical
a small stature, much below the orCurrent and
Citizen today and be at wotK loraor Oermlclde. Treatments given each
dinary or average height of the presAnd Principal Eastern Points
row.
ent North American Indians.
day from I a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
line skeleton, however, Is that of
; on sAiiH.
nurse in attendance. Both phones
a man who In life must have been
fully seven feet In height. In close FOR SALE Furniture of a nvenits. nnnVKOV jc imnvcnv
room house. 419 West Fruit ave- llomeopalhla Physicians
proximity to the skeleton of this
On Sale Dally
and Bur- nue.
giant were found,lmplements of cop
ann s lrug store
'
Phono, Ofllce nnd Residency, 628
per and bone, these being found In A SNAP The best oaylng hotel bust
June Is! to Sept. 30tfi
each of the graves near that of the
nesa In New Mexico for $1,800 cash
DK. V. A. FRANK.
giant, while in another grave was
Physician nnd Surgeon.
See M. L. Schutt, 218 South Second
Rooms 4 and R. Rirn.il hMv rit.
discovered a copper Idol about eight
street.
In
length.
Inches
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull, flee hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
via
lnqutre mornings, at 611 North V 111.
Tlio Charming Woman
First street. Oeo. A. Blake.
Is not necessarily one of perfect form FOR SALE Half Interest In estab
UNDERTAKER
and features. Many a plain woman
llshed poultry business. Bred-t- o
BORDERS
who could never serve as an artist's
Lav Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
model possesses those rare qualities
prop., 12th street and Mountain
that all the world admires: neatness,
road. .
clear eyes, clean smooth skin and Foil SALE Entire stock of chick
ARCHITECTS
that sprlghtllness of step and action
ens, two bone cutters, horse power;
W.
Spencer.
F.
7
that accompany good health. A phyRooms
Bar
etc. Also
two alfalfa cutters,
sically weak woman Is never attractiCorner Will nett building, Albuquerque, N. 14
furniture.
household
ve, not even to herself.
Electric
iam street and Southern avenue, Both phones.
Bitters restore weak women, give
Molltor's Poultry Ranclv
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOUND.
velvety skin, beautiful complexion. SoCNDThroughTnevwaT)t
Thou. K. D. Maddlaon.
Guaranteed at all druggists, 50c.
of The Evening Citizen, just what
Office with W. B. Chllders,
11
Low rates, long limit, tickets acAn
you have been looking for.
Quid
West
avenue.
cepted on Limited and all other
advertising source sure to bring reSHOT
trains. Call at ticket office and we
turns for small expenditure. Try a
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.
will plan your trip back east. We
want ad and be convlnceu.
are all going. Why not youT
vne
Family
Department
ofOne
wllli
of
of
the
Tlirte
Interior,
land
fiE WIRES MESSAGE fulfil
1 lot tic
Colic,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24,
of Chamberlain's
( Indent and D.ai'rlioca Remedy.
1807.
purchased
of
a bottle
Chamber
"I
Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
T. E. PURDY, Agent
West Point. N. Y.. July 26. Des Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Oal legos, of Kan Rafael, N.
has
perately wounded tlvugh he was by Remedy, and found It to be all filed notice of his intention toM.,make
A. T. & S. F. RY.
the bullet of an undetected assonant claimed for It In the adertlsements, final five-yeIn support of
Night operator A. H. Short, with Three of the family have used It with his claim, viz: proof
entry
No.
Homestead
inheroic composure, turned to his
6998 made April 22, 1902, for the
results In summer complaint.
strument in the West Shore railroad good
H. E. Howe, publisher of the Press, Wli SE4. and SVi SWK. section S4,
station here at 1 a. m. today and Highland,
township 6 N., range 7 W., and that
Wis. For sale by all drug
telegraphed word of what had occur
said proof will be made before
red to the operator ut Highland Fall: gists.
Mlrabal, U. 8. court commisINSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
The latter summoned Dr. Hlanchard
you
anything on earth, you sioner, at tinn Rafael, N. M., on Augand also notified the railroad detec canIt get Itwant
NOTARY PUBLIC.
want
through
columns
the
C,
1907.
ust
tives at Wee haw ken.
of The Evening Citizen. We get re
He names the following witnesses Rooms 11 and 14 Cromwell Bluet,
It was Short's first night at the suits.
to prove his continuous residence upWest Point station. Six months ago
Albuquerque. Telephone No.
on, and cultivation of, the land, vis:
an
an operator was murderously
bachache,
remedy
best
Lucero,
tor
The
Manuel
Trinidad
Sabedra,
on
duty
since
then
tha
and
nulled
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
of the Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno Trujtllo,
ornce has been considered noouoo' weak kidneys, Inflamatlon
your digestive organs and furnish the
bladder is DeWltt's Kidney and Blad all ot San Rafael, N. M.
ed."
natural digestive juices for your
MAN (JUL n. OTERO.
Short was lying on the table on der Pills. Their action Is prompt
stomach. It will make you well. KoRegister.
which were the telegraph tnstru and sure. A week's treatment for
digests what you eat. Sold by
dol
n
ments when a shot was fired through 25e. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
When there Is the slightest Indica- J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
the window opening on the railroad
tion of Indigestion, heart burn, flattrack. The bullet entered his head
Are you looking tor sometningT Reulence or any form of stomach trouin front of the right ear and passed
ble take a little Kodol occalonally member the want columns of The
down Into the neck.
BARGAINS
REAL
ESTATE
and you will get prompt relief. Bold Evening Cltlxen are for your especial
When the doctor reached the sta- benefit. It talks to the people and
by J. H. O' Rlelly & Co.
ton he had to force
the winnow.
SALE.
FOIt
they talk to you.
Crawling in he found the wounded
Four room adobe lion ho
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADoperator on the floor. He now lies
A Wonderful Ila ripening.
and about an acre of
In the West Point hospital In a pre
AT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES.
fine garden land, W.
The best remedy ror Tackache.
carious condition. His wife lives at
STORE.
800
avenue
$
Central
kidneys. Inflamatlon of the
weak
HriilKeport. Conn.
There is no clue
Tlirco room Iioum, four
bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and Bladto the Identity of the one who did
Constipation.
lots,
Nortli
Fourth
Pills.
Their action Is prompt
the shooting.
For constipation there Is nothing der
Mnn-- t
1,000
and sure. A week's treatment for
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stomroom
Threw
liousc
and
by
25c.
Sold
J. H. O' Rlelly & Co.
Deafnas Cannot Be Cured
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
an acre of bind, three
by local applications,
as they cannot
produce
pleasant
a
movement
of
the
.
.
n
tow
400
of
mill's
north
reacn tne enseaaea portion or tne ear.
bowels without any disagreeable ef.
Three room house,
There Is only one way to cure deafness,
ffct. Price, 25 cents. Samples free
complcko, two
and that Is bv constitutional remedies.
For sale by all druggists.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condi
good horse, (.print;
AND
uagon and one acre
tio! or tne mucous lining or tne eus
LUNC8
Is
When
tritium
tube
Tube.
tachlan
this
500
of land
ed you have a rumbling sound or tmoer
Six room house, Went
feet hearing, and when It Is entirely
New York atenue... 2,500
closed. Deafness Is the result, and unWITH
Six room house. West
less the Inflammation can be taken out
Marquette avenue ... 1,800
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
1X111 JIKXT.
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
wnicn la noining Dut an innam
Six
room
brick house,
imarrn.
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
We will give une Hundred Dollars for
PRICE
$10.00
ward
any case or Deafness (caused by catarrh)
MR
Hals,
Apurtmeiils In
m j
that cannot be cured by hall s Catarrh
wis
Trial Bottle free
OLDS
l
rooms,
modluii lo
Cure. Bend for circulars free.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.
em coiiveiiiriKvs, 810 to 20.00
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Props,
room brick Imiiisv,
Toledo, Ohio.
lour
an a NTCcnRATiiivARroKV
air
Hold by all Druggists. 75c.
liiilh. cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Take Halls family Pills for constipalutuse,
room
brick
Seten
tion.
modern, furnished or un-- I
iiriiislied, close ill.
Our Itorfill DltT woric don's have Three rooms for lighthouse- :
WIlliums'lDillaaPlM
n a "pDr.
i nwnei 1 win cure tillnC
to be wam.ed o.er. Imperial Laun-ir- y
15.00
ketjiiug. ilosi hi
lIlmM.iiL'
sua
room house. South
Co.
Fie
the tuiuur- I 'ila 1'i.tK.theli iuitusort,.
IS.OO
second street
iiiu st iu r, se a
n mm alii. KxiuUit-e- if'ted tfwl&nt ?
Five room f runic, First
lj
Us
Kennedys
taxauve Cough
W ill inmV
20.00
pi
ward
Pile Oiu-uSyrup. Contains no opiates. It drives
a in f.ut It.
u nrvi'sri il torIndian
Piles ud Itdi
the cold out of the system by gently
Inir ef lb,- private part.
?e.-bos k
moving the bowels. Contalne Honey
v i.rrnuir.1. uy arui'ffiKift, ey niailon n
and Tar snd tastes nearly as good as
ri iru e, :m cents n. f i.ou.
CI . Prop.
maple syrup. Children like It. Hold
215 Wst 6o!d Ave.
by J. H. O' Rlelly
Co.
IOR BALK BY 8. TANN
4
Un.
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The Biggest Hind of a Change
that Ever Happened to Any Magazine
Has Happened This Month to

BOOK
complete magarmee, each
Pff SCRAP BOOH for July Is issued In fwo ctfoas-- nr
with its own cover and Its own table of content. One of theme sections Is an
magazine, tach is a mammoth magaTRA TED magazine ; the other I an
zine In Itaelf. The one preeentm an overwhelming array of human Interval articles and
Illustrations t the other an enormous tonnage of fiction f 60 pages of absorbing stories.
ALL-ILL-

magazine. Now I am creating another
the
TRATED magazine. Thia it the age of specialization. The conventional magazine,
S
distinct tvpj the
with its siniit.ri.ic of illustrations and its smattering of fictioo and its smattering of special articles, doesn't contain
'l
RATLD
magazine and the
cr.oui;!i of anyone thing to make it satisfying. The
magazine, jolncs together at a unit, strengthen each other, and makt something really Lig and forceful and convincing.

Ten years sgo

I created a ntw tvpe of magazine

N

ALL-ll.LU-

ALL-ILLUS-

The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It
to the world. It is not quite new with me, however, as I have
magazine idea is brand-neThe two-sectitimei, four or five years of thought It first came into my mind in response to a desire to couple, in
Civin it, it
magazine with the illustrated features of the conventional marine. It has
some way, the strength of the
I wish to see what there is in it It looks to
Now that the idea is perfL-cted- ,
been a d.Kicul: problem to work out.
m to be very good, but the only way to know a thiDg is to try it

Two

Magazines for a Quarter Easy Money

cents, which la equal to twelve
magazine i.i twenty-Sv- e
The price of this two-pacents a magazine. Moat magazine which were selling at ten cent
and
have been advanced to fifteen cents. THE SCRAP liOOK in two parts means two
cents against thirty cents for two Sheen cent magazines.
magazines for tweaty-Sv- e
rt

one-ha-

lf

Now Ready on all

FRANK

A.

MUNSEY,

News-stan-

O. A. 8LEYSTER

II.

SCBAP

r

ar

xl
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PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS
WEATHKIt FORECAST.
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Tlie Good Points of

I

0u

Denver. Colo.. July 2. Partly
clouily tonight and Satunlny
with
hnwer In the north unci eii.it por- Wnrmer SHt- lion! of the territory.
unlay, cooler In the southeast por- Hon tonight.

Shoes

Are Visible

f

TRAIN ARRIVALS.
time.
time.
time.
time.
1 and Becond No.
First
one hour lnte.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Any prospective wearer can see them
at a glance. Outwardly they look good

to the eye. Inwardly they feel good to the
foot and financially they are easy with the
pocketbook. Promises are something to
be done in the future. Facts are something
truth. We are talking facts.
done
Try our shoes and see the facts.

?

(I

3..V

to

fl.10 to

Springs, returned
to Albuquerque
this morning.
Arthur Y. Shsrer. flight ticket
agent at the fvinta Fe depot, returned last night from a visit to his former home m Kansas.
Thomas H. Catron, mayor of Santa
Fe, en route to his home from the
southern part f the territory, was in
Albuquerque yesterday.
1. B. Koch, superintendent of sales,
of the Amerlian Lumber company,
left for Long lleicli. Cal.,
today,
where he will Join his family.
J. U. Herndon. vice president of
the State National bank, left last
night for Silver City. His family has
gone for an outing to the Upper
Pecos.
E. C. Williams, who recently arrived here from Cleveland, Ohio, has accepted employment at the Albuquerque foundry.
Hiinlng, accompanied
Miss Fran
by Miss Erna Ferguson, is expectel
home tomorrow, after an extended
trip In Europe.
Soloman O. Baca, a prominent
sheep man of San Antonio, who has
been In the city on business, left for
his home last night.
Mrs. Bruce Kinney, wife of Rev.
Kinney, a former pastor of the Albuquerque Baptist church,
left last
night for Topeka, Kan., after a visit
with Mrs. N. V. Alger, of this city.
S. E. Leonard, manager
of tne
Western Union Telegraph company,
Paso,
where he
left yesterday for El
will install James Edwards of Cheyenne as manager of the El Paso of-

se,

iwr. '

IIOTKL ARRIVALS,
Alvarado.

O. H. Belltolph, Cleveland; Frank
L. Sargent, San Diego, Cal.; William,
I'lre C, and Miss M. H. Pearson,
Hnrrlsburg, Pa.! Mrs. B. Margum and
child. Frank A. Sargent, wife and
boy. Mexico City; Mrs. W. F., Mrs.
Seth Davis, Saginow, Mien.; Joe K
Swanson, Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Spencer, Goldfleld Nev.; I
S. McQuade, Los Angeles; Mrs. W. O.
Jones, Ash Fork, Arts.; U W. Bennett, Los Angeles; Mrs. R. J. Wyatt,
Helen
Miss
Kan.;
Westmoreland,
Wyatt, Kansas City; E. D. Randolph,
Lafayette; B. 8. Phillips, Santa Fe;

Thomas F. Gaylord. Lafayette.

8rgow.

F. A. Rose, H. T. Best. Los An
geles; W. D. Metzgar, Willard; Juan
M. Sanches. Cubero; M. B. Atkinson,
Estancla; J. H. Bailey. Denver; E. I
Grose, Prescott; R. E. Curry, Den
ver; Patrick Pales, Detroit; L. H.
Darby, Denver; L. Ohlln, Guam; F.
O. Ifctrtlett, Socorro; C. V. Safford,
Santa Fe.
Savoy.
E. E. Oldaker. Chicago; C. Bert- rand, Kansas City; O. A- .- Ren head.
B.
New York; W. D. Reed. Belen;
Janler. Bernalillo; F. O. Ramsey and
wife, Emporia; Shep Casey, wife and
children, Quenado.

Extra Specials
Our Green Tag Sale is over, and it has been

a very successful one.
We have sold most of
our summer stock but still have aew choice
things left over, which we are willing to sell at
remarkably low prices, as our fall stock will
soon arrive.

Clothing Specials
100

two-piec-

suits to close

e

at

These Were formerly 110.00 and $15.00
100 three piece suits to close,

$ 7.50

7.50

at

These are odds and ends worth $14.00 and $15.00
200 choice business suits to close

'
4 s"
are In the city.
,
All $18.00 and $20.00 and $22.00 godds.
Elmer -. Hoff. from Hahn, N. M.,
arrived here today.
'Dr. K. S. Pratt, of Chllllcothe, Mo.,
la In Albuquerque.
J. O. McConnell, of Camp Reno, Is
Craig.
In the city on business.
60 dozenshirts, worth 75c, to close
R. W. tfJstron, Wlnslow; Dr. K. 8.
Pratt, Chllllcothe. Mo.; H. D. Hay- H. Janler, of Bernalillo, arrived In
at
ward,
Marclal.
San
Albuquerque last evening.
fice.
50 dozen shirts, worth $1.50, to close
(
Nelll B. Field, a local attorney, left
Roy Fugate left Raton, N. M., last
at
Grand Central.
this morning for the Pecos river.
Wednesday for Old Mexico on account
O.
M. H. Longan. H. C.
Smith,
expects
to
health,
of
where he
his
Mrs. L. V. and Mrs. K. E. Snyder
Burke, S. Morgan, Elmer E. Veeder,
50 dozen shirts, worth $1.76 and $2.00
to close
be greaitly benefited by the lower al- Las
Angeles.
left last evening for
Vegas; H. A. Graues, M. F.
titude.
Leeta Crane, of Fort Wlngate, N.
Miss
Estelle
Glenn, Los Angeles;
M., arrived In the city yesterday.
Mrs. O. O. Myhrle, of Sliver City, Gotscheu, Cheyenne, Wyo.
of Colonel ). o Myh'io, of ihd
John Jacobs and wife, of Colorado wife
First regiment. Nw Mexico national
City, were In the city last evening.
SATTHDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
We believe we have the two most popular lines of
guards,
passed through Aiouquerque
Dr. H. E. Klrschner, of thin city, this morning
Vegas 2 lbs., Creamery Butter
to
route
Las
en
shoes in their respective classes in the United States.
E5c
left for Estancia on business yester- to Jo4n her husband, who Is attend3
25c
of soup
,
day.
For style and durability the Hanan stands alone at
ing the encampment of the territorial 12 cans
10c
He grade of cove oysters
Jesus Garcia, a well known resi- militia.
MayIn
12
grade
of
sardines
Uc
$5 to $6.50, and for popular priced goods at $3.50
dent of Estancla, Is In the city on
10c
onnaise dressing
Ernest Ruth, of Raton, N. M.. has
business.
25c
and $4, the Douglas shoe is unexcelled for honest value
been spending a few days In Taos, 2 cans of California grapes
Dr. H. E. Klrschner. who was In visiting friends. During his absence 2 cans of corn beef
25c
yesterday,
Estaneia
40c
returned to this his duties
rashier or the Nation Gnllon cans of syrun
city today.
10c
The Central
al Bank of New Mexico have been 12V4c grade of baked beans
I. A. Dye, of the Domingo Lumber attended to by Fred Roof of Pueblo 3 cakes of Witch Hazel and ButAvenue Clothier
10c
termilk soap
company, returned from Willard this president of the Institution, who has
8c
per pkg
morning.
been In the city for several days past. Vermicelli,
10c
Grape-Nut- s,
per pkg
Aliases Bessie
and Mam!) Cava-- !
6c
Baking soda, per pound
naugh left on No. 7 this morning for
THE MAZE,
Los Angeles.
r
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.
DIES
Alego Gurule, Justice of the peace "DIXIE'S" AUTHOR
at San Acaclo, Is in the city today on
AKlt OTHEIIS3 SVT- -:
PICKXICKERS
legal business.
tOB North
St.
TENTIOW
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Spencer, of
Call at 114 W. Central Ave., and
AT HIS HOME IN
Tba Chaapast
All
Goods.
of
Kinds
Indian
and
cup
Ut.xloan
Goldlleld, Nev., were visitors in the
folding
drinking
a
receive FREE
city yesterday.
with the compliments of
to bay Navajo Blankets and Uaxloan Drawn Work
Plaea
THE R. It. "AVE.
Mrs. It. J. Wyatt and Miss Helen
d II. CAIINKS,
Mall Ordmrm Car fully and Promptly rillod.
OPTICIAN.
Wyult, of Westmorelund, Kan., arrlv- - t
Eye Glasses and Spectacles.
eu nere yesterday.
Dr. Romero, of Estancla, formerly
We do lt right. ROUGH CRT. Im- of this city, transacted business In
perial Laundry Co.
Albuquerque yesterday.
William Metzger, a well
known William S. Hays. Gifted Song
business man of Willard. N. M., Is In
the city on business today.
Writer, Passes Away
J. Ore, of St. LoqIs, Mo., who has
been Jn the city for several months,
at Louisville.
left fir home this morning.
Ben Welller, who has been visiting
FOR CASH ONLY
relatives In this city, returned to his
Cat
26.
Ky.,
July
Colonel
Loulsvllle,
In
yesterday.
Denver
home
$.S0
Hays, author of the origi American Block per ton
8.
William
9.50
Shep Casey, accompanied by his nal "Dixie." veteran river editor of Orrillos Lump
wife and children, of Quanado, ar- the
poet, Anthracite Not
Louisville Courier-Journa- l,
rived in the city yesterday.
Mixed
Anthracite
song writer and musician, is dead at
".50
Mike Sullivan, of Denver, came to his home in this city at the age of Anthracite, furnace sixes
, . . . . 6.00
Albuquerque Wednesday night and 70. He was stricken with paralysis Clean Gas Coke
.
has secured employment here.
ten days ago. Colonel Hays was born SmlUitng Cowl.
H. C. Short, traveling auditor of In Louisville July 19, 1837, and with
the Santa Fe railway, is expected to the exception of hl college days and
the time spent In the south as a wur
arrive in the city this evening.
in the civil war, all of
Harry Bogh, U. S. deputy marshal, correspondent
life was spent here. He wrote
left for Doming and Sliver City touay his
ballads, many of
more
600
than
on business connected with the office.
LUMBER MILL WOOD.
became famous.
Dr. J. 8. Easterday returned today which
M-Colonel Hays always claimed the Green
from Nokomls, 111., where he went authorship
2
original
of
words
of
Factory
the
111.
to visit his mother who has been
"Dixie," and said that he was responK. E. L. Hase and wife left lasrt sible for the arrangement of
the
e enlng for Denver, Oolo., to epend music.
His version
of Dixie was
remainder
summer.
the
of the
written before the oulibreak of the
Colonel W, S. Hopewell, who went civil war, but the words were conto Santa Fe yesterday morning, re sidered so seditious that the writer
was arrested and compelled to change
turned on train No. 1 last night.
By that time "Dan Emmett,
S. C. Black, manager of the Postal them.
Telegraph company in the west, was the minstrel, had written his song
in the city yesterday en route to El and his publisher had it copyrighted.
While in the south as a war coriaso.
Colonel Hays became capMax H. Montoya, of San Antonio, respondent
of the Gnay Eagle, a steamboat
tain
left for his home last night after on the
river and while
transacting business In the city yes- engaged Mississippi
in this work he wrote the
115-11- 7
terday.
song, "My Southern Sunny Horn-?.George Rose, an employe of the For this work he was arrested by
Betwoan Railroad and Ceppor A va. , Tel. 74
American Lumber company, who has General Butler, who was in commmd
been HI, was removed to the hospital of New Orleans. He was soon aftertoday.
wards released, however. On his re
Deputy U. S. Marshal Forbes is in turn to Louisville Colonel Hays again
Alamogordo this week, attending the took up newspaper work, In wnlrh
seclul session of the United States he continued until his recent illness.
court.
He is survived by a widow and two
children.
Mrs. C. S. Triplett and two daughters, left this morning for Thornton,
You can save money, even on a
N. M., where they will remain for two
small salary. If you buy your living
months.
from
J. F. Palmer, First and Mar
Dr. David Knapp, of Santa Fe. the
newly appointed prison physician, quette.
o
L
was in the city yesterday en route to
You can save money, even on a
California.
small salary, If you buy your living
John R. Orr, Jr., who lias been from J. F. Palmer, First and Mar
visiting his family In Colorado quette.

lo.UU

Furnishing Specials

75c

95c

1.45

Is

2..0

.tl.00 to

each

I-

$3.M
$4.0O
1.75 to 3.00
1.50 to $.50

.

1

W. J. Richardson, of Harny,
Is In the city.
K. R. Kllnirner, of Chanute, Kan.,
Is In the city.
C. R. Collins and wife, of Wlnslow,

M.OO

to
...SI.RO to
2M

on
on
on
on
No.

111.,

--s-

Men's HUrh Hhooa ror Ires
Men's Hltfi Slioes for Work
Men's Iiow Shoes
Women's IlljrU Slioes
Women's low Shoes
Women's Slippers
Shoos lor Hoys ami Girls

7
9
4
8

nun.w, july

CITIZEN.

EtENINGh

ALBUQUERQUE

rACK EIGHT.

S2.5H

Hanan & Douglas Shoes

.......

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

s

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

i

f"

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

THE WAGNER. HARDWARE

jj
a)

1

GO.

Tinners

Plumbers
r

1

;

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

'

.

Line of
.

Refrig-

erators
j

the
most
complete
in the city
Is

PN

tain Ice
Cream
Freezers
DaVCn"

ll

Water
Coolers

tSfVI
gsyagyJ'l

Savin

'

g3r,s

(j

Water
Filters

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
ft

ITT

Si

COAL

W. H. HAHN & GO.

Diamond

WATER
COOLERS

Palace

I

If
4 '

I
J

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMEL WARE

MOWERS

RAILROAD

AVE
We Invite

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Docs It not stand to reason tlint
an exclusive opticlun U Utter to take
tMtre of your eyes tlutn one who divide Ills attention?

None Better

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
115

Gold

Avenue

Imt Grinding

and Repairing on Premises

L Washburn Company

I

- Phone 1056

4c

0

Alaska Refrigerators

is

'

MILUNliHY
Hutu
Ti'immcd
For the Next Ten Days
t'ot
Siiiniiii'r

to Close
Stork.
Millinery
MISS V. V. t llAXF.
ln"iiimMii l'uilors, 513
Xorlli Second St.

Out

At I .eM Hum

I

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

Pvj

1

C Wilson
TICKETS

J

R.R.

AND

Jiin IIaam

baiUBii nusu

Pliinihln?
Tinning

224 W.

Gold

SOUGHT.

SOLD

ami)
(1IIU

I

mivn

Freezers

M mil n m

until muuuis

Hercules Powder

Mine and Mill

118 W,

R, R. Are

j

a
Q

and

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited

EXCHAN6ED

Assoolatlon Off loo
Transaotlons
Guarantooo

RQSENFIUU'S,

O

and

FANCY WORK
Mrs. M.

White Mountain Ice Gream

and

FANCY DRY C 0 ODS

The greatest sale of odd lines of fine Soft Hats; hardly
two alike; will commence Monday morning and continue

for THIS WEEK ONrAT!
Choice of all Hats in our Gold Avenue window - $1.50
Boys Wash Suits are going fast at $1.25
SEE OUR WINDOWS!

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

and have one delivered.

119 W. Gold

HAT SALE

wihuitmisy goevjipamy 2

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

-

9:

tr

NORTH FIRST STREET

"

Shaw's Bakery
122 S. Second

.

WOOD

1

E.

Channel
Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

TREE PRUNERS

THE

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A 6QUAKE DEAJj.

i I

FRESH FISH

Refrigerators,: Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Just Arrived

J

CTCDM
JiUiUl

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE
rirtt

$

T

lt

CIMnM
tJllYlVSl

rirmt mtroot
IranrirofUOOt
its,401,tla,dOi.I IT.North

Albuquerque, Aeu Mexico

it

o

